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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™
For more than a century, workers have headed to demanding job sites feeling comfortable and confident with the 
knowledge that their feet were protected by Red Wing shoes. Today, our full line of personal protective equipment 
provides this same peace of mind on life-threatening job sites across the globe. So whether it is footwear, garments 
or accessories, rest assured that the Red Wing logo stands for safety like no other.
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KEY
● Distribution Partners
● Distribution Hubs
● Garment Manufacturing
● Fabrics Production

Global Reach™

Over the past 100 years, Red Wing has worked hard to build an extensive network of long-standing 
distribution partners in over 100 countries worldwide. This Global Reach™, combined with 
strategically located distribution hubs, manufacturing facilities, and fabric sourcing, allows us to 
service you wherever you might be—from Africa, Asia, and Australia to the Americas, Europe and 
Russia. It also means that you and your employees have access to experienced sales and service, 
so you always get the right fit for your employee and their work. Our ability to provide service 
anywhere takes the burden off you, the PPE safety manager, and keeps your employees productive 
and safe.

Red Wing’s Global Reach™ offers advantages you won’t find with other companies:

•	 Regional	and	local	service	from	an	extensive	global	network	of	long-standing	Red	Wing	
distribution partners in over 100 countries—most offer substantial footwear and workwear 
inventory so your employees can find the fit they require without extensive wait time.

•	 Strategically	located	distribution	hubs,	manufacturing	facilities	and	fabric	sourcing	to	help	
ensure timely product delivery.

•	 Local	Red	Wing	sales	representatives	for	personal	service	and	support.	Footwear	and 
garment sizing in metric and imperial.

•	 Compliance	with	global	safety	standards:		ISO-EN,	NFPA	for	flame-resistant	workwear	 
and	ASTM,	ISO-EN	for	footwear.	Many	Red	Wing	products	also	comply	with	Australian,	
Singapore, Brazilian and Russian Gost standards.
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Red Wing—Your Global Partner for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
Beyond style, there are technical challenges involved when choosing the right Personal Protective 
Equipment, such as fit and safety standard compliance. And with foot and body protection costing as 
much as 70-80% per worker, it’s important to make sure you partner with a company who understands 
your needs. For more than four decades, Red Wing has earned the trust of the oil and gas industry—
from	extreme	drilling	conditions	in	the	North	Sea,	North	America	and	Siberia	to	the	hot,	parched 
North	African	deserts.

Using superior components and craftsmanship, each purpose-built footwear and garment is designed 
as much for comfort and style as it is for safety and durability. To ensure maximum day-to-day performance, 
we test every product twice; once by our own labs to ensure it meets Red Wing’s high standards, and 
then by independent labs for global safety standard compliance.

Your sales person can help you identify your needs and, if necessary, specify a custom-built product 
for you. After you receive your order, you can continue to rely on us for outstanding service and support. 
Should you need it, we offer 24-hour access to customer service backed by an industry-leading warranty 
on every product. What’s more, most warranty or service issues can be handled locally, through our 
extensive network of global distributors so your employees are back to work fast.

When you choose Red Wing as a PPE partner you can expect:

•	 A	long-term	partnership	from	a	company	with	over	100	years	of	industrial	safety	experience.

•	 Purpose-built	product	for	climates	ranging	from	40C/105F	to	-40C/-40F.

•	 Superior	craftsmanship	and	attention	to	detail.

•	 Product	and	service	customization	for	those	with	special	requirements.

•	 Personal	service	before,	during	and	after	the	sale.

•	 An	industry-leading	warranty	to	protect	you	after	the	sale.
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Driven to achieve the highest quality
Gobal standards are only the beginning
No	detail	is	overlooked	to	ensure	Red	Wing	products	are 
comfortable and durable. Red Wing is ISO 9001 certified,  
and our products are rated to meet a full array of international 
safety standards. But these standards are only the baseline  
for Red Wing. Many of our products achieve levels of performance that 
go above and beyond.

Testing beyond the standard
We begin with testing at our own global quality labs. Here,  
we assess every product line to make sure it stands up to the  
toughest expectations—our own. We also use independent  
labs to conduct further tests and verify results.

Protectvie fabrics are tested over time, through multiple wash 
cycles	to	ensure	that	they	maintain	flame-resistant	properties 
under real-world conditions. Protective fabrics used in our workwear 
products	are	tested	for	flame-resistant	properites	using	the	PyroMan™ 
System. The PyroMan™ tests are performed by the Textile Protection and 
Comfort	Center	of	the	College	of	Textiles	at	North	Carolina	State	 
University,	Raleigh,	North	Carolina.	To	help	you	make	the	right	product	
choice we can provide specific PyroMan data on any of our materials. 

Beyond our own rigorous testing, Red Wing safety shoes and boots are tested to meet industry safety standards, 
including	the	global	governing	bodies	that	regulate	safety	standards:	ASTM,	CSA,	EN	ISO,	Singapore,	and	Australia/
New	Zealand.	Workers	the	world	over	have	come	to	depend	on	Red	Wing	boots	as	the	standard	in	safety	footwear	performance.	

Footwear slip and impact resistance tests are a few of the many 
footwear tests Red Wing performs on our safety footwear.

Invalid Sensor

No Burn

2nd Degree Burn

3rd Degree Burn

+1.651.385.1140

Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered™
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Proven partners
We select proven partners who hold safety in the same high regard, brands such as Daletec®, Dupont®	Nomex®, Westex™ 
UltraSoft®, Gore-tex®, and 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation. In the end, this focus on testing and quality provides you with 
the assurance that Red Wing PPE will perform when it matters most. Our long history in the oil and gas industry means 
that you get the support you expect, no matter where your crews are located.

Full Body Protection for extreme conditions
We offer a full line of workwear made with either FR or 
standard fabrics. Many garments offer other protective 
features, with choices that are anti-static, water resistant 
and high-visibility. And, we have options for warm,  
temperate or extremely cold climates.

Then, of course, there are our legendary work boots. 
Red Wing boots are purpose-built to meet numerous 
safety standards and demanding work environments. 
Choose	from	styles	that	offer	protective	safety	toes	made	
of steel, aluminum or non-metallic materials, electrical 
hazard, metatarsal protection, puncture resistant, or 
static-dissipation for sensitive electronic environments.

As always, no matter which PPE product you choose, 
you can count on Red Wing for comfort, fit and safety. 
Because when it comes to Personal Protective Equipment, 
Red Wing‘s got you covered—from head to toe.
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redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.
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redwingsafety.com
UPDATED Safety Website 
We've updated our website to make it 
easier for you to find the features and 
information you're looking for including:

■ Product photo zoom

■ Product feature filters

■ Find your local distributor

■ Industrial sales information

■ Product safety standards

■ Product testing information

■ PDF catalog downloads

■ Media Portal access for 
our dealers

 Powerful Product Filters

Use	the	footwear/workwear	filter	to	quickly	search	for	
products	by	safety	feature	(flame-resistant,	insulated,	
static dissipative, oil resistant, shank, etc.), fabric, sole 
resistance	properties,	height/style	and/or	manufacturing	
country of origin.

 Detailed Product Data 

Specific product detail gives 
you access to available 
sizes, colors, materials, 
safety standard ratings, 
features, product descriptions, 
and product photo zoom.

Product Zoom

+1.651.385.1140

Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered™
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The Puritan Stitch Machine
Red Wing Shoes still uses Puritan stitch 
machines which have been in service for 
over 80 years, due to the unparalleled 
quality they produce.

The Factory
Meet the team that crafts 5,000  
pairs of boots with pride every day  
in Red Wing, MN.

Crazy Horse Memorial
In 1948 a small crew of workers began 
sculpting an epic memorial from the 
blueprints of a larger than life vision. 
This is the story of five men against 
the mountain.

S.B. Foot Tanning Co.
The crew at S.B. Foot Tanning Co. in 
Red Wing, MN creates some of the finest 
leathers in the world.

Hallett Docks
Every year Hallett Dock Company processes 
thousands of tons of raw materials for 
transit on the Great Lakes. See the team 
that makes it happen. 

View the full video series. 
View our video series. Scan with your smart 
phone or visit: http://rwsc.co/videos

Check out our other Red Wing videos

redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

Lab tested. Work approved. 
Red Wing uses rigorous methods to ensure that component 
materials and finished products meet or exceed industry 
standards and uphold the company’s reputation for 
producing high-quality, purpose-built work footwear.  
We do the majority of our footwear testing before we send  
it	to	a	final	third	party	for	ASTM	certification.	Now	that	
ASTM standards have been updated to ASTM F2413-11, 
Red Wing has been working to ensure all products are 
tested and comply with these new standards.

To see more information, watch the video on product  
testing. There is also more in-depth information about 
the testing and the updated ASTM standards our footwear 
meets on pages 13-16.

Rebuilding Joplin
Changed forever, the community of Joplin 
rallies after an F5 tornado destroyed whole 
section of town, including the Red Wing 
Shoe Store.

An Enduring Spirit
Every year Hallett Dock Company processes 
thousands of tons of raw materials for 
transit on the Great Lakes. See the team 
that makes it happen.

Red Wing Video Series  
See the people who make, test and wear Red Wing footwear.

Red Wing product testing thoroughly checks our 
products and materials before they are introduced 
to our customers.

WATCH THE RED WING PRODUCT TESTING VIDEO

Scan  
to view!  
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+1.651.385.1140
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

redwingsafety.com
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Red Wing Protective Footwear
For more than 100 years, Red Wing Shoe Company has been crafting purpose-built footwear. From the factory floor 
to the construction site, from refineries to railroads, on oil rigs and docks, today’s modern craftsmen trust Red Wing 
to deliver premium quality work boots and shoes with the features, fit and services required for their demanding jobs.

Every component of Red Wing footwear has been carefully chosen for the purpose of meeting your job requirements. 
Leading-edge and proprietary technologies ensure premium performance for the life of the product.

Style 3267 
Page 25

Protection and Comfort
We believe you shouldn't have to choose. The Boa® closure system allows for quick on and off  
convenience at the turn of a dial and the click of a button. The reel allows customers to dial in the perfect 
lace tension with no pressure points. Look for the Boa® logo on select styles throughout this catalog.

Style 3274 
Page: 24

Royal comfort in a work boot. King Toe®  
lets your feet stretch out and work. It’s like 
a spacious garage for your feet, with 44% 
more toe room than our standard steel toe 
work boots. This toe has headroom that’ll go 
straight to your feet! Look for the King Toe 
logo on select styles throughout this catalog.
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RED WING SHOES  

TECHNOLOGY VIDEOS
Leading-edge technologies are built into Red Wing boots to protect workers from occupational hazards and enhance foot comfort on the job. These videos detail 
some of the technologies used to craft purpose-built Red Wing footwear.

Or see all of these 
technologies online at 
rwsc.co/techvids >

Red Wing Waterproof FlexForce Outsole Genuine Red Wing Leather

ForceShield™ DynaForce® KingToe® BOA®Closure System

In response to our tech videos, we 
have added 3 more technologies. 

FlexForce Outsole is one of our 
latest technologies, while Red 

Wing Waterproofing and Leather 
are genuine staples of the brand.

12
Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered™

+1.651.385.1140

    Scan  
to view!  

We've identified the products that use Red Wing leather in the 
catalog. Look for this RW leather icon.

Time-Tested Craftsmanship, Handcrafted Red Wing Shoe Company Leather

Building the best work safety footwear starts with the best 
leather. For more than a century, the master tanners at 
our own tannery have practiced their craft and honed 
their skills in Red Wing, Minnesota.

Our S.B. Foot Tanning Co. is located near the banks of 
the Mississippi River, just down the road from the Plant 2 
factory. The leather they craft posesses a natural beauty 
and unmatched durability.

Crafting a raw, natural material into a perfect piece of 
finished leather is no easy task. To start with, our tannery 
uses only hides from U.S. raised cattle. They then select 
only the hides with minimal surface imperfections, because 
a flaw in the hide could eventually compromise the quality 
of our footwear. As every hide is unique, it takes a watchful 
eye and a sensitive feel for the leather, skills that only 
come from years of experience.

Our durable leather uppers provide superior protection, 
while our leather insoles mold to an individual’s foot for 
superior comfort and fit.  Our leathers are tested in our 
own laboratory to make sure they meet the demands of 
the toughest work site.  

Red Wing Shoe Company leathers are the signature 
component of our Made in USA styles of Red Wing  
footwear. These exclusive leathers are the most  
important material in building the work boots which  
make Red Wing famous around the world. 
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ASTM standards information is copyrighted by ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959, United States. CAN/CSA standards information by Canadian Standards Association, 
5060  Spectrum Way, Bureau 100, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W 5N6. 

Red Wing Shoe Footwear Standards and Testing
Work Environment Hazards   
Every work environment exposes workers to different types of hazards. Each employer is required to perform a 
workplace assessment to determine the presence of work hazards and the need for personal protective equipment 
(PPE). In the case of foot injuries, common potential hazards include falling or rolling objects, electrical shock or 
piercing of footwear soles with sharp objects. There are countless situations and hazards that occur in the workplace 
everyday that can cause serious foot injury. The best protection from the work hazards that you can and cannot 
anticipate is quality PPE. For footwear, Red Wing Shoe Company is committed to providing quality, safety footwear for 
many types of workers and their working environments.

Protection Standards
Red Wing safety shoes and boots adhere to the most rigorous industry safety standards, regardless of how extreme the 
conditions. Workers the world over have come to depend on Red Wing boots as the standard in safety footwear performance. 
Global governing bodies regulate safety standards: ASTM, CSA, EN ISO, Singapore and Australia/New Zealand.

ASTM

ASTM International: ASTM plays a leadership role in 
setting safety standards for footwear and other products. 

ASTM F2413-11: Standard Specification for Performance 
Requirements for Protective (Safety) Toe Cap Footwear. 
Applies to the following hazards: I, C, Mt, Cd, EH, SD, PR

I/75 C/75: This rating is for impact and compression 
resistance. It determines a shoe’s capacity to protect 
the toe area against falling or rolling objects. “I/75 and 
C/75” refer to the impact and compression energy in 
foot pounds for which the boot is rated. Class 75 is the 
highest level and is recommended for most applications.

ASTM F2892-11: Refers to the ASTM Standard 
Specification for Performance Requirements for Soft 
Toe Protective Footwear (Non-Safety/Non-Protective 
Toe).  ASTM developed non-safety toe cap (soft toe) 
requirements to allow manufacturers to demonstrate 
the performance level of non-safety toe cap (soft 
toe) footwear. This specification covers minimum 
requirements for the performance of footwear to provide 
protection against a variety of workplace hazards other 
than the toe area that can potentially result in injury, for 
example, electrical hazard and static dissipative.

EN ISO 20345:2011

The European Standard, approved by CEN (European 
Committee for Standardization), specifies basic and 
additional (optional) requirements for safety footwear. 
The European Standard exists in three official versions 
(English, French and German). A version in any other 
language made by translation under the responsibility 
of a CEN member into its own language and notified to 
the Central Secretariat has the same status as the official 
versions. CEN members are the national standards 
bodies of Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland 
and United Kingdom.

More information on the web   
ASTM: astm.org

Canadian Standards Association (CSA): csa-america.org

European Standard (EU): iso.org

Singapore Standard (SS): standards.org.sg

American National Standards Institute (ANSI): ansi.org

International Organization for Standardization (ISO):  iso.org

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA): osha.gov

ASTM F2413-11, I/75 C/75, EH, Mt/75 SD PR

electrical  
hazard rated

static dissipative 
rated

impact & compression resistance measurements 
rated to 75 ft lbs. for safety toe footwear

metatarsal  
rated to 75 ft lbs.

puncture resistant 
rated

footwear 
standard

revision
date
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CSA

Canadian Standards Association (CSA): CSA is a not-
for-profit, membership-based association that develops 
Canadian standards to enhance public safety and health. 
The standard for foot protection is listed as CSA approved.

CSA Grade 1 & ESR Rated: Refers to the Canadian 
Standards Association’s (CSA) approval (CAN/
CSA-Z195-09) for protective footwear.

Green Tag Orange Tag

Indicates the highest Canadian 
standard, 125 joules of energy, for toe 
impact with sole protection. There is a 
puncture-resistant midsole in every pair 
of CSA Grade 1 footwear that withstands 
a force of not less than 1200 N. 

Indicates soles that provide resistance 
to electrical shock. Under dry conditions, 
leakage current shall not exceed 1 mA 
when footwear is exposed to 18 kV at 
60Hz for 1 minute. 

Conductive Footwear: Designed to dissipate static electricity from the body, through the shoes into grounded floors. Minimizes static electricity, which reduces the possibility of 
ignition of volatile chemicals or explosives. WARNING: Conductive footwear is not to be worn near open electrical circuits or highly charged objects of any kind requiring electrical 
hazard (non-conductive) footwear. Red Wing does not currently manufacture or market conductive footwear.

Toe Protection
Heavy metal, hazardous materials and vehicles in motion are work hazards your customers face every day. In many cases, 
employers require protective footwear; in other cases, it just makes good sense. Red Wing has three types of toe caps to 
choose from. All Red Wing safety toe footwear meets ASTM F2413-11, I/75 C/75 standards for impact and compression.

Steel Toe: 
Made of one of the 
most durable and 

dependable materials on 
earth, steel toe caps provide 
ultimate protection for the 
most hazardous environments.

Non-metallic Toe: 
Made from varying 
combinations of nylon, 

plastic, and fiberglass, this 
toe cap provides the protection 
of a steel toe cap without 
the inconvenience of tripping 
metal detectors. 

Aluminum Toe: 
Made from aluminum 
material, these caps 

are 31% lighter than steel 
while still meeting the same 
safety standards.

TESTING: Impact Resistance tests the shoe’s capacity to 
protect the toe area of the foot against falling objects. For 
Impact testing, a weight is dropped onto the protective toe 
cap area of the footwear. The clearance remaining inside 
the cap after impact is then determined. Each standard 
identifies the atmospheric conditions of the test, the shape 
of the striker, the amount of weight and distance from 
which the weight must be dropped, the velocity of the drop 
and the impact energy delivered.  

TESTING: Compression Resistance tests the shoe’s 
capacity to protect the toe area of the foot against heavy 
rolling objects. For Compression testing, the toe cap area 
of the footwear is compressed between parallel platens 
at a given rate of speed until the required compressive 
force is reached. The clearance remaining inside the cap 
after the compression is then determined.

The standards are subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical 
committee(s). ASTM standards must be reviewed every five years and if not revised, 
either re-approved or withdrawn.

While all Red Wings protect your feet in one way or another, accidents can still happen 
and injuries can still occur. In an effort to prevent or minimize injury in the event of an 
accident, we offer footwear with the features above for added protection 
for your feet from the dangers of the job.

DISCLAIMER: Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc. and their agents expressly state that these 
descriptions do not represent the actual formal standard—it only provides a quick 
comparison and general descriptions of testing methods and requirements. Refer to 
the actual published standards for specific requirements. 

This general standards reference guide does not purport to address all of the safety 
concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of these 
standards to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the 
applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use. 

Compression Resistance TestImpact Resistance Test
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

redwingsafety.com

Red Wing uses rigorous methods to ensure that component 
materials and finished products meet or exceed industry standards 
and uphold the company’s reputation for producing high quality, 
purpose-built work footwear. 

PRODUCT TESTING: LAB TESTED. WORK APPROVED.

RED WING SHOES

RED WING, MINNESOTA

Red Wing product testing is the last quality check our products and 
materials undergo before they are introduced to our customers.

WATCH THE RED WING PRODUCT TESTING VIDEO

 rwsc.co/testingvid> 

Scan  
to view!  

Electrical Hazard protective sole and heel. 
The sole construction of this footwear is designed 
to reduce hazards due to contact of the 

outsole with electrically energized parts. EH designates 
footwear that is designed to withstand 18,000 volts 
(rms) at 60Hz for one minute with no current flow or 
leakage in excess of 1.0 milliamperes (mA) under dry 
conditions. 

WARNING: EH footwear is not to be worn near explosives 
or in other environments requiring conductive footwear.

Static-Dissipative standards for the reduction 
of the accumulation of excess static electricity 
by conducting the charge from the body to the 

ground, while maintaining electrical resistance from 
106 ohms (1 megohm) to 108 ohms (100 megohms).

RECOMMENDED: Static-Dissipative footwear should 
be worn only in clean environments and in conjunction 
with Static-Dissipative flooring.

Puncture Resistant standards for reducing the 
possibility of puncture wounds to the sole of the 
foot by penetrating objects. Footwear contains 

a puncture-resistant protective device, as the inside 
must be an integral part of the shoe to meet ASTM 
F2413-11. Must withstand a minimum force of not 
less than 270 pounds-force.

Metatarsal Guard standards for protection of 
the upper foot and toe area. Developed 
to reduce or prevent injury to the wearer’s 

metatarsal area (instep) and toes from “drop” hazards.

TESTING: To test electric shock resistant properties, 
the footwear is placed on a metal mesh platform acting 
as a large electrode. The footwear is filled with small 
metal spheres and a second electrode is placed within 
the spheres. A specified high voltage is applied to the 
footwear through the metal platform for a given length 
of time. Resistance is determined by the current flow 
(or leakage) through the footwear. 

TESTING: Test methods for Static-Dissipation vary 
by standard, using either human subjects or metal 
spheres inside footwear that are placed on either a wet 
or dry base electrode plate. A specified voltage is applied 
for a prescribed time and the electrical resistance 
is measured. Test conditions also vary in specified 
atmospheric conditions.

TESTING: Puncture resistant devices are tested using a 
sharp steel pin forced into the device at a given speed. 
The force required to puncture through the device is 
measured. The devices are also tested for flexibility 
and corrosion resistance.

TESTING: For testing, a wax form is fit into the footwear 
and a weight is dropped onto the protected metatarsal 
area of the footwear, similar to the impact test. The 
height of the wax form after impact is then determined.  

Other Protection Characteristics
Red Wing designs and builds boots with protection for various applications, including Electrical Hazard, Static-Dissipative, 
Puncture Resistant, and Metatarsal Guard. All Red Wing safety footwear meets some form of global safety standards 
such as ASTM F2413-11.

Shock Resistant Test

Static-Dissipation Test

Puncture Resistant Test

Metatarsal  Protection Test
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ASTM CSA EN SINGAPORE

Safety footwear must be tested in accordance 
with EN ISO 20345. After an impact energy of 200 
joules is delivered, the clearance under the toe 
cap shall be the following:

French Size English Size Min. Clearance

< 36 < 3.5 12.5 mm 
37-38 4-5 13.0 mm 
39-40 5.5-6.5 13.5 mm 
41-42 7-8 14.0 mm 
43-44 8.5-10 14.5 mm 
45+ 10.5 + 15.0 mm

Class 75 (I) footwear for men shall demonstrate 
a minimum interior height clearance of 12.7 
mm (0.50 in.) during impact exposure to 101.7 J 
(75 ft-lbf). Applies to both steel and composite 
protective caps.  

Class 75 footwear for women shall demonstrate a 
minimum interior height clearance and 11.9 mm 
(0.468 in.) during impact exposure of 101.7 J 
(75 ft-lbf). Applies to both steel and composite 
protective caps. 

Grade 1 Footwear for men and women must 
withstand an impact energy of 125 joules (the 
equivalent of a 50 lb. object dropped at a height 
of 22 inches) with no cracking through the thick-
ness of the cap wall.  

Samples must be conditioned and tested at both 
70 and 0 degrees Fahrenheit. The minimum 
interior height clearance varies according to shoe 
size (ranging from 10.7 mm for a woman’s size 
3 to 14.2 mm for a man’s size 14).  Protective 
toecaps must show no signs of corrosion when 
exposed to a 5% salt solution for 24 hours. 

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

IMPACT 
REQUIREMENT

Class 75 (C) footwear for men shall demonstrate 
a minimum interior height clearance of 12.7 mm 
(0.50 in.) during exposure to a compressive force 
of 11,121 newtons (2500 lbf).  Applies to both 
steel and composite protective caps.  

Class 75 footwear for women shall demonstrate 
a minimum interior height clearance of 11.9 mm 
(0.468 in.) during exposure to a compressive force 
of 11,121 newtons (2500 lbf).  Applies to both 
steel and composite protective caps. 

There is no compression standard for CSA. Safety footwear must be tested in accordance 
with EN ISO 20345. The clearance under the toe 
cap at a compression load of 15,000 newtons 
shall be the following:

French Size English Size Min. Clearance

< 36 < 3.5 12.5 mm 
37-38 4-5 13.0 mm 
39-40 5.5-6.5 13.5 mm 
41-42 7-8 14.0 mm 
43-44 8.5-10 14.5 mm 
45+ 10.5 + 15.0 mm

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

COMPRESSION 
REQUIREMENT

Metatarsal (Mt) protective footwear must first 
meet the Class 75 requirements for impact and 
compression resistant footwear. 

The height of the wax form used to measure 
metatarsal protection of men’s footwear shall be 
a minimum of 25.4 mm (1.0 inch) after exposure 
of impact energy of 101.7 J (75 ft-lbf). 

For women’s metatarsal protection there shall be 
a minimum of 23.8 mm (0.937 in.) after exposure 
of impact energy of 101.7 J (75 ft-lbf).

Metatarsal protective footwear must meet 
the Grade 1 Toe Cap requirement for impact 
resistant footwear. 

The Metatarsal protector must overlap the protective 
toe cap. Metatarsal guards must show no signs 
of corrosion when exposed to a 5% salt solution 
for 24 hours.

Safety footwear must be tested in accordance 
with EN ISO 20345. The minimum clearance at 
the moment of impact shall be:

French Size English Size Min. Clearance

< 36 < 3.5 37.0 mm 
37-38 4-5 38.0 mm 
39-40 5.5-6.5 39.0 mm 
41-42 7-8 40.0 mm 
43-44 8.5-10 40.5 mm 
45 + 10.5 + 41.0 mm

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

METATARSAL 
REQUIREMENT

Puncture Resistant (PR) insole must withstand 
a puncture force of 270 lbs., will not crack after 
1.5 million flexes and show no signs of corrosion 
when exposed to a 5% salt solution for 24 hours.

Footwear with protective sole inserts must 
also meet the Grade 1 requirement for impact 
resistant footwear.  

The protective insert shall cover the sole including 
the heel area.   

The puncture resistant insole must withstand a 
puncture force of 1200 newtons, will not crack 
after 1.5 million flexes and show no signs of 
corrosion when exposed to a 5% salt solution 
for 24 hours.  

Penetration Resistant Footwear must be tested 
in accordance with EN ISO 20345. The force 
required to penetrate the sole unit shall not be 
less than 1,100 newtons. The metal insole must 
not crack after 1 million flexes and show no more 
than 5 areas of corrosion smaller then 2.5 mm2 
when exposed to a 1% salt solution for 7 days. 
Non-metallic penetration resistant insoles will be 
tested according to EN ISO 20345.

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

PUNCTURE 
RESISTANCE 

REQUIREMENT

Conductive (CD) footwear shall dissipate static 
electricity from the body to reduce the possibility of 
ignition of volatile compounds. Electrical resistance 
must range between 0 to 500,000 ohms.

Footwear is labeled with a green “SD” on a 
yellow rectangle.

Conductive footwear must meet also the Grade 
1 requirement for impact resistant footwear and 
must electrically ground the foot. 

The footwear is tested in water and the electrical 
resistance shall fall within a range of 0 to 
500,000 ohms (W) for a period of 5 seconds.  

The electrical resistance of Conductive footwear 
must be tested in accordance with EN ISO 20345 
after conditioning in a dry  atmosphere and can-
not be greater than 100,000 ohms (W).

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

CONDUCTIVE 
PROTECTION 

REQUIREMENT

ASTM safety footwear must be tested by a third 
party laboratory. The footwear does not need to 
be retested unless the standard is revised or the 
platform construction changes.

Footwear is labeled with a black “C” on a 
red rectangle.

CSA safety footwear and the factories that 
produce the footwear must be certified by CSA 
International. CSA performs regular audits of 
both the factory and the footwear. One pair for 
every 500 pair produced must be tested by the 
manufacturing facility.

EN safety footwear must be tested by an EN 
certifying body. EN certification encompasses 
far more than just the safety aspects of the shoe. 
All components are individually tested as well 
as the fit and comfort of the footwear. EN has 
several categories of safety footwear depending 
on performance and the footwear is labeled 
accordingly. The footwear does not need to be 
retested unless the standard is revised or the 
platform construction changes.

Singapore safety footwear and the factories 
that produce the footwear must be tested by an 
approved certifying body. Singapore certification 
encompasses far more than just the safety aspects 
of the shoe. All components are individually 
tested as well as the fit and comfort of the 
footwear. Singapore has several categories of 
safety footwear depending on performance and 
the footwear is labeled accordingly. Singapore 
performs regular audits of the factory and 
each batch of footwear is inspected upon entry 
into Singapore.

OTHER 
REQUIREMENTS

Electric Shock Resistant (EH) footwear must 
withstand the application of 18,000 volts 
at 60 Hz for 1 minute with no current flow or leak-
age in excess of 1.0 milliamperes under 
dry conditions.

Footwear is labeled with a green triangle.

Electric Shock Resistant (ESR) footwear must 
also meet the Grade 1 requirement for impact 
resistant footwear. 

ESR footwear must withstand a test potential of 
18,000 volts at 60Hz for 1 minute without disruptive 
discharge to ground. Under dry conditions, the 
leakage current shall not exceed 1 milliamperes.

Electrical Insulation is determined according to 
the method described in EN ISO 20345. Footwear 
must comply with electrical class O or OO.

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

ELECTRIC SHOCK  
RESISTANCE 

REQUIREMENT

Static dissipative (SD) footwear shall reduce 
the accumulation of excess static electricity 
while maintaining a level of electrical resistance 
between 106 ohms (1 megohm) and 108 ohms 
(100 megohms).

Footwear is labeled with an orange omega 
on a white rectangle.

Static dissipative footwear may or may not meet 
Grade 1 impact resistance. It is tested in water 
and the electrical resistance shall fall within a 
range of 106 ohms (W) to 108 ohms (W) for a 
period of 5 seconds. 

Antistatic Footwear must be tested in accordance 
with EN ISO 20345 after conditioning in both wet 
and dry conditions. Electrical resistance shall be 
above 100,000 ohms (105 W) and less than or 
equal to 1,000 megohms (109 W).

Tested in accordance with SS513; 2005

Singapore test methods and requirements are 
identical to the EN Standard.

STATIC 
DISSIPATIVE 

REQUIREMENT

Global Footwear Standards Comparision Chart
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Footwear Construction
 Red Wing Waterproof
 This system uses a 3-layer approach to  
 keep feet dry.
1.  Linings help move moisture away from the foot  
 to keep it dry.
2.  Foam provides cushioning and a comfort fit.
3.  A waterproof bootie is a barrier to keep water out.  
 Tricot, a protective material, is applied to the outside 
of the bootie to ensure a complete waterproof system.

 GORE-TEX®

 Red Wing uses GORE-TEX® for the ultimate  
 in comfort and protection. The GORE-TEX® 
membrane blocks moisture from the outside, while 
allowing moisture inside to evaporate. GORE-TEX® 
has over 9 billion pores per square inch that prevent 
water from getting to your feet while allowing sweat 
vapor to pass right through, keeping your feet dry and 
comfortable in all conditions.

Footbed
The footbed is what you feel most when you walk. They 
must be tough, stable and soft all at once. All of our 
footbeds are designed to keep your heel from flattening, 
absorbing impact and sending it in the right direction 
(heel-outer foot-ball-big toe). We use technically superior 
materials to ensure healthy walking day after day.  

Cambrelle® Covered Polyurethane: This footbed gives 
you lasting comfort by adding the durability and abrasion 
resistance of Cambrelle® to the shock absorption of 
Red Wing’s specially formulated urethane.

 ComfortForce®: This removable unit   
 features unique Venturi air perforations  
 to help keep feet cool and dry all day. The 
special weave pattern helps channel the energy caused 
by walking and the arch is curved to add extra comfort. 
The dual density material dissipates shock, keeping 
your feet from tiring as the workday wears on. 

Dual Density Urethane/Comfort Supreme: Using two 
unique urethanes, specially formulated by Red Wing, 
this footbed allows for superior energy channeling 
and comfort. 

FoamTech™ SD: Combines brushed polyester, open 
cell polyurethane and SD material composed of polyester 
and conductive fibers that results in a footbed that 
is extremely breathable and static-dissipative.

Nylon Covered Polyurethane: Combines the superior 
shock absorption and breathability of an open cell 
polyurethane with the durable plushness of nylon.

 RedBed™: Advanced comfort via 4-layer  
 construction of moisture managing fabric 
cover, impact absorbing urethane foam, heel and motion 
wrap-around stabilizer and heel strike gel elastomer 
cushion pad. Also features perforated ventilation, 
instep supporting columns, longitudinal arch support 
and engineered heel wall geometry for upper heel  
strike control.

SD Foil/Felt Cushion: This part urethane, part vinyl 
material allows for the dissipation of static electricity 
combined with the soft texture of felt.

Urethane w/PORON® Heel: Combines the unique shock 
absorption quality of these materials to ensure your 
comfort all day.

Insole
The insole keeps the rest of the components working 
together. Below the insole you have stability, cushioning 
and wear resistance. From the insole up, there’s comfort, 
stability and shock absorption working with the shape 
of your foot. Insoles vary in thickness to complement 
the features of the boot.

Bon-Foam®: Utilizes the unique open cell structure of 
Bon-Foam® material with Bontex® to enhance the flow 
of air and help keep the foot cool and dry while adding 
to underfoot cushioning.

Leather Covered Cushion: Provides excellent moisture 
absorption in a lightweight natural material.

PORON®: This material is used for its three unique 
characteristics: cushioning, durability and light weight 
combined with superior midsoles and outsole to provide 
long-lasting comfort and stability. 

SD Foam: This part urethane, part vinyl material allows 
for the dissipation of static electricity combined with 
the soft cushion of foam.

Texon® w/Fleece: This lightweight material is ideal due 
to its durability. It only flexes in one direction (across the 
ball of the foot) to assist in the proper walking motion. 
The comfort of fleece is added to insulated boots.

DynaForce®: A built-in insole system that 
absorbs pressure and provides overall support, 
stability and comfort. This innovative 

technology dramatically reduces underfoot pressure, 
and blocks painful pressure points by redistributing 
them evenly across the foot while minimizing shock. 

 SwenFlex®: These non-metallic,  
 puncture resistant insoles are 
manufactured from high strength, woven fibres. 
They meet or exceed all world standards for puncture 
resistance including CSA, ASTM and EN.

Upper
The upper is the combination of materials that cover 
and support the top of the foot. Depending on the style, 
these parts may include leather, linings, waterproofing, 
insulation, hardware, laces, and toe protection. Each of 
the components of the Upper serve a specific purpose 
and work together to provide the premium functionality 
and durability that Red Wing is known for.  
 
Leathers are the major components in boot durability, 
wear and performance. We select the right leather for 
each boot to meet the demands of your customer’s 
working environment.

Temper: The general firmness of a particular leather, 
usually rated on a scale from 1 the firmest to 10 the 
softest.

Weight: Thickness of the leather, which ranks from 
thinnest to thickest: LM, M, HM, H, HH, PHH, HHH.

Acid-Resistant: Specially treated for the unique elements 
associated with farms, including manure, urine, fertilizers 
and herbicides.

Polishable: Leather that can be polished, is easily 
cleaned and has a tight surface to reduce absorption.

Full Grain: The outermost layer of leather whose grain 
has not been corrected or reduced. This is the highest 
quality leather available.

 RW Leather: Starting with hides from  
 U.S. raised cattle with minimal surface 
imperfections, we control every step of the process, using 
time-honored techniques to craft leather with natural 
beauty and unmatched durability.

Water-Resistant: Leather that has been tanned to 
resist moisture penetration, allowing water and other 
liquids to run off in order to keep the foot dry.

Waterproof: Leather that has been tanned and treated 
so that water cannot penetrate and the foot is kept 
dry under all conditions. Red Wing offers the following 
waterproof technologies:

FOOTBED 
A shock-absorbing layer 
next to the foot.

INSOLE 
Supportive layer directly 
under the foot or footbed.

MIDSOLE 
Cushioning layer that 
provides shock absorption 
for comfort. 

OUTSOLE 
Provides grip, traction, 
stability and protection.

UPPER 
The combination of 
materials that cover and 
support the top of the foot.  

BOOT BREAKOUT REFERENCE 

FULL BOOT 
Combination of upper 
and bottom.

INSULATION

Insulation protects the body from cold by 
trapping the body's own heat and preventing it 
from escaping.

The ultimate insulation for cold weather boots, 
3M™ Thinsulate™ Ultra Insulation is thin, warm 
and lightweight, with the durability to withstand 
long hours of hard wear and keep feet warm even  
in damp conditions.
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Shank
Shanks provide structural and torsional rigidity to a 
boot and ensures it flexes near the forefoot and not 
the heel. 

Fiberglass: Lighter than steel but with exceptional 
strength. Fiberglass shanks don’t set off metal  
detectors in airports or secure building sites.

Steel: Made from one of the most durable and  
dependable materials on earth. Red Wing uses steel 
shanks to support your feet.

Lineman: Wider than traditional steel shanks, it is 
designed to provide extra strength and support to 
withstand the rigors of climbing.

TC Tech™/ H-Tech Plate: Provides lightweight torsional 
stability with an anatomically contoured shank plate. 
This component is an integrated piece of nylon 
designed with a solid instep area for multi-directional 
strength and a series of “fingers” that extend toward 
the ball of the foot to allow flexibility.

Midsole
Midsoles provide cushioning and stability. We take extra 
care in the midsole to ensure that cushioned stability stays 
constant for the life of the boot.

Outsole
Our outsoles perform two functions. They withstand 
abuse from below, yet aren’t so rigid your body “jars” 
with impact. They also cushion, but not to the point 
your feet tire out. 

Materials  
We use specially formulated urethane and rubbers that 
achieve the perfect outsole for any condition.

Urethane: We mold our urethane outsoles using a 
unique formula that puts cushioning and durability 
in a lightweight boot. 

Polyurethane: A class of versatile polymers that are 
tough, yet flexible. Provides underfoot comfort, flexibility 
and slip resistance. 

Thermoplastic Urethane: A class of plastics with many 
useful properties, including elasticity, transparency, 
and resistance to oil, grease and abrasion.

Rubber: Rubber outsoles are abrasion resistant. They 
are durable enough to last through your longest days 
and provide excellent resistance to cuts and scratches.

Crepe: This cellular rubber gives you the durability 
of traditional rubber with less weight so your feet and 
legs don’t tire as the day goes on.

 Vibram®: Exceptional design intersects   
 with innovative rubber compounds to create 
versatile, performance outsoles. Vibram® outsoles offer 
excellent traction and high abrasion resistance in a 
multitude of environments.

 RW SuperSole®: Single density urethane  
 sole designed to provide durability and 
comfort. It delivers performance factors of abrasion 
resistance, cut resistance, traction, and oil and  
chemical resistance.

RW SuperSole® 2.0: Dual density urethane 
sole designed with inner sole to provide 

cushion and comfort, and outer sole to provide 
durability and protection. This premium sole not 
only provides top performance in traction, abrasion 
resistance, cut resistance, oil and chemical resistance, 
but also delivers maximum comfort.

Performance  
Red Wing soles are tested to the highest 
industry standards.

Slip Resistance: A key feature in soles. All soles 
are tested for traction based on the wet average of 
Mark II & SATRA tests. This is a measurement of friction 
on wet quarry tile. The greater the friction, the greater 
the traction.

Oil/Gas Resistance: Resists swelling of the sole 
from absorption of oil and gas.

Chemical Resistance: Resists acids and 
caustic chemicals.

Abrasions Resistance: Resists abrasive surfaces 
like gravel, concrete & asphalt.

Heat Resistance: Resists melting at a minimum 
of 475º Fahrenheit.

 Soles that have been designed and tested to  
 perform on high heat surfaces are indicated 
throughout the catalog with the HRO icon.

Non-Marking: Does not leave marks on non-abrasive 
flooring surfaces.

Lasts
The last is the solid form around which a shoe is 
molded. The fit of a shoe depends on its design, shape 
and volume. Lasts must accommodate the anatomical 
features of the foot, while shaping the finished 
appearance of the boot. 

The dimensions of the last correspond to the size 
and width of the boot. One last can be used in many 
styles, resulting in different looking, but similar fitting 
boots. If a customer previously fit into a shoe made 
with a certain last, they should fit into any style built 
around that last. 

Sizes
Footwear available in sizes and widths that cover all 
categories, allowing the best fit possible and will be 
in stock.

 
Additional Product Feature Icons
 ForceGuard™: This technology is a  
 protective rubber covering that provides 
long-wearing abrasion, oil and chemical resistance on 
critical areas of the boot.

 ForceShield™: This technology provides  
 amazing impact absorption for reliable 
foot protection where and when it’s needed. Made of 
a thin, breathable material, it forms a flexible but 
protective barrier against impact hazards. Under 
normal conditions, it retains its soft, flexible nature 
When impacted quickly at high stress rates, it actually 
“freezes”—like water turning to ice—to absorb and 
dissipate up to 90% of the energy. From metatarsal 
protection that shields feet from falling objects without 
the stiffness and bulk of traditional metguards, to ankle 
protection against painful side impacts, this revolutionary 
technology changes the nature of foot protection.

         KING TOE®: Large, non-metallic 
         safety toe box (44% larger) which 
provides more room and comfort in toe area.

 Boa® lacing system: Boa® is a revolutionary  
 closure system for boots that makes getting  
 in and out of lace-up boots faster and easier 
than ever. Turn the dial to tighten laces to the perfect 
tension, with no pressure points. One click of the reel 
releases the laces instantly.
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4 1.5 21
4.5 2 21.5

3.5 5 2.5 21.5 22
4 5.5 3 22 22.5

4.5 6 36 3.5 22.5 23
5 6.5 37 4 23 23.5

7.5 7 4.5 23.5 24
6 7.5 38 5 24 24.5

6.5 8 5.5 24.5 25
7 8.5 39 6 25 25.5

7.5 9 40 6.5 25.5 26
8 9.5 41 7 26 26.5

8.5 10 7.5 26.5 27
9 10.5 42 8 27 27.5

9.5 11 8.5 27.5 28
10 12 43 9 28 28.5

10.5 9.5 28.5
11 44 10

11.5 45 10.5
12 46 11
13 47 12
14 48 13
15 49 14
16 50 15

Footwear Construction
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Boot Construction 
This is the method used to attach the completed 
Upper to the Bottom. Red Wing uses various boot 
construction methods, which are determined by how 
the boots will be used and in what conditions the 
boots are designed to perform. It’s another way we 
consider every detail to ensure premium performance 
on the job. 

WELT CONSTRUCTION
Durable and strong, holds shape well over time, 
generally repairable, ideal for use in heavy duty 
applications.

PROCESS:
1. Welt is stitched to upper and insole.
2. Welt is stitched to midsole.
3. Outsole is stitched to midsole.

Upper

Insole

Midsole
Welt 

Outsole

Footbed

2
1

3

CEMENT CONSTRUCTION
Lightweight flexible comfort, ideal for medium to light 
duty work.

PROCESS
1. Upper is cemented to bottom of insole. 
2. Outsole is cemented to upper/insole.

Upper

Insole

Outsole

Footbed

2
1

DIRECT ATTACH CONSTRUCTION
Lightweight flexible comfort, durable, great for tough 
work conditions.

PROCESS
1. Upper is cemented to bottom of insole. 
2. Depending on the size & style, a specific outsole is molded 
to the upper, perfectly encompassing it. 

Upper
Insole

Outsole

Footbed

2
1

WELT TO DIRECT ATTACH CONSTRUCTION
Sure-footed stability, long-lasting performance.

PROCESS
1. Welt is stitched to the upper and insole.  
2. Sole is molded directly to the welt and insole.

Upper

Insole

Welt 
Outsole

Footbed

2
1

OPANKA CONSTRUCTION
Hand-stitched construction, lightweight and flexible 
comfort, light duty work.

PROCESS
1. A curved needle that handstitches the upper directly into 
the midsole.
2. Outsole is cemented to midsole.

Upper

Insole

Midsole
Outsole

Footbed

2
1

STROBEL CONSTRUCTION
Lightweight flexibility,  
good for light duty work.

Process
1. Strobel insole is stitched to the upper.  
2. Existing sole is cemented to the upper/insole.

Upper
Strobel 
Insole

Midsole
Outsole

Footbed

2

1
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Steel Toe
Casco de Acero

Electrical Hazard
Di-Eléctrico

Non-metallic Toe
Casco No Metálico

Puncture Resistant
Resistente a las Perforaciones

+1.651.385.1140

EN ISO 20345
Protective Footwear

3235 RED WING Men's Oxford 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Black Scout Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU
LAST: 801
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, Shoe Cream
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3210 RED WING Men's Oxford 
UPPER: Polyurethane Coated Black Leather
FOOTBED: Removable Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: NU-2689
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach

RATING: EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 SRA 
CARE: Nubuck/Suede Cleaner Kit
SIZES: W 38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

TPU-PU Transport

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Static-Dissipative
Anti-Estática

Waterproof
A Prueba de Agua/Impermeable

Insulated
Aislamiento Térmico

3217 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Mahogany Calico Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 550
CONSTRUCTION: Dual Density Supersole® Welt
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR 
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, Shoe Cream
SIZES: 38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Dual Density Mini Lug II 

Slip Better
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes

3243 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Black Scout Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, Shoe Cream
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3237 RED WING Men's Oxford 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Mahogany Cider Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 801
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48, 49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3216 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain Mahogany Calico Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 550
CONSTRUCTION: Dual Density Supersole® Welt
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR 
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: 38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Dual Density Mini Lug II

Slip Better
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes

EN ISO 20345 
FOOTW

EAR
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Steel Toe
Casco de Acero

Electrical Hazard
Di-Eléctrico

Non-metallic Toe
Casco No Metálico

Puncture Resistant
Resistente a las Perforaciones

+1.651.385.1140

3245 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Black Scout Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU
LAST: 800
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, Shoe Cream
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3246 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Poplar Frontier Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU
LAST: 800
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3285 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Black Scout Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU
LAST: 800
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, Shoe Cream
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3244 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Mahogany Cider Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49 

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Static-Dissipative
Anti-Estática

Waterproof
A Prueba de Agua/Impermeable

Insulated
Aislamiento Térmico

3286 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Poplar Frontier Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU
LAST: 800
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3288 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Black Scout Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR 
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, Shoe Cream
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3289 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Mahogany Cider Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3248 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Mahogany Cider Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach

RATING: EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

EN ISO 20345 
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Steel Toe
Casco de Acero

Electrical Hazard
Di-Eléctrico

Non-metallic Toe
Casco No Metálico

Puncture Resistant
Resistente a las Perforaciones

+1.651.385.1140

3274 RED WING Men's 9-inch Pull-On Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant, Poplar Frontier Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU Plate
LAST: 800
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3278 RED WING Men's 9-inch Pull-On Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Mahogany Cider Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3218 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Mahogany Calico Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 550
CONSTRUCTION: Dual Density Supersole® Welt
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR 
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: 38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48  

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Dual Density Mini Lug II 

Slip Better
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes

3219 RED WING Men's 9-inch Pull-On Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Mahogany Calico Leather
FOOTBED: 
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 550
CONSTRUCTION: Dual Density Supersole® Welt
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR 
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: 38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48  

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Dual Density Mini Lug II 

Slip Better
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Static-Dissipative
Anti-Estática

Waterproof
A Prueba de Agua/Impermeable

Insulated
Aislamiento Térmico

All footwear 
sizes available
October 2013

3261 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Gold Nubuck Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: N/A
LAST: 691
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO WR  
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

All footwear 
sizes available
October 2013

3267 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Cocoa Tramper Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: N/A
LAST: 691
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO WR
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

All footwear 
sizes available
October 2013

3231 RED WING Men's 6-inch Boot 
UPPER: Abrasion Resistant Nylon and TPU
FOOTBED: Removable Polyurethane-SD
LAST: CH-691CT
SHANK: N/A
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: EN ISO 20345:2011 SBH A E P FO WR HRO SRA  
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Silicone
SIZES: W 39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

3249 RED WING Men's 9-inch Pull-On Boot 
UPPER: Abrasion Resistant Nylon and TPU
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: N/A
LAST: CH-691CT
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach

RATING: EN ISO 20345:2011 SBH A E P FO WR HRO SRA 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1 
CARE: N/A
SIZES: W 39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

EN ISO 20345 
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Steel Toe
Casco de Acero

Electrical Hazard
Di-Eléctrico

Non-metallic Toe
Casco No Metálico

Puncture Resistant
Resistente a las Perforaciones

+1.651.385.1140

3282 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Brown Cordura®

FOOTBED: Removable Polyurethane SD
SHANK: TPU
LAST: 800EN
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO WR 
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1 
 Brazil SBNT NBR ISO 20345:2008 S3, SRA, HRO WR
CARE: Silicone
SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Galactic  
TC-4 Plus 
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

All footwear 
sizes available
October 2013

3268 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Cocoa Tramper Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: N/A
LAST: 691
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO WR
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

All footwear 
sizes available
October 2013

3262 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Waterproof Gold Nubuck Leather
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane SD
SHANK: N/A
LAST: 691
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD PR  
 EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRA HRO WR
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Leather Protector, NaturSeal®

SIZES: W 36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49 

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes

All footwear 
sizes available
October 2013

3240 RED WING Men's 8-inch Boot 
UPPER: Abrasion Resistant Nylon and TPU
FOOTBED: Removable Polyurethane-SD
LAST: CH-691CT
SHANK: N/A
CONSTRUCTION: Direct Attach
RATING: EN ISO 20345:2011 SBH A E P FO WR HRO SRA  
 Australia/New Zealand AS/NZS2210.3.2009 Class 1
CARE: Silicone
SIZES: W 39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Rubber-PU Auger

Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking Yes
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EN ISO 20345 Protective Footwear

Static-Dissipative
Anti-Estática

Waterproof
A Prueba de Agua/Impermeable

Insulated
Aislamiento Térmico

*Item stocked in U.S. only. Please allow additional lead time.

2231 RED WING Men's 11-inch Pull-On Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Velva Boomer Leather
SHANK: Steel
LAST: 522
CONSTRUCTION: SuperSole® Welt
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, EH
CARE: Boot Oil, Leather Protector
SIZES: EE 7-12,13,14

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Mini Lug SuperSole® 

Slip Good
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Better
Abrasions Better
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes

ASTM 
Protective Footwear built  
to USA ASTM Stanndard

4441 RED WING Men's 11-inch Pull-On Boot 
UPPER: Full Grain, Water-Resistant Velva Boomer Leather
SHANK: Steel
LAST: 522
CONSTRUCTION: SuperSole® Welt
RATING: ASTM F2413-11, M I/75 C/75, EH
CARE: Boot Oil, Leather Protector
SIZES: EE 7-12,13,14

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Mini Lug SuperSole®

Slip Good
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Better
Abrasions Better
Heat Good
Non-Marking Yes

3049 RED WING Men's 17-inch Pac Boot 
UPPER: Polyurethane Coated Waterproof Black Leather, Stretch Airmesh Nylon
FOOTBED: Nylon Covered Polyurethane
SHANK: Non-metallic
LAST: 222
CONSTRUCTION: Cement
RATING: ASTM F 2413-11, M I/75 C/75, SD
CARE: NaturSeal®

SIZES: EE 6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15

SOLE RESISTANCE CHART

Vibram® Rubber-PU 
Apex Fire and Ice SD
Slip Best
Oil/Gas Best
Chemicals Best
Abrasions Best
Heat Best
Non-Marking No
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Red Wing Protective Workwear
Red Wing Industrial Workwear provides comfort and confidence on dangerous oil and gas-related job sites around the 
globe. Our PPE garments meet international standards for safety. Plus, we add the Red Wing difference of superior 
construction and rigorous internal testing for fit and wear to cover every component of a Red Wing garment, from 
zippers and snaps to thread and reflective tape.

The PyroMan™ Testing Offers Confidence When Choosing Flame-Resistant Protection
The majority of severe and fatal burn injuries on dangerous oil and gas-related job sites occur when clothing ignites and 
then continues to burn. Without flame resistance, natural fabrics will burn until they are totally consumed. Synthetic 
fabrics burn with melting and dripping, causing severe contact burns to the skin.

Red Wing protective fabrics used in our workwear products are tested for flame-resistant properites using the 
PyroMan™ System—a test performed by North Carolina State University's College of Textiles in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
PyroMan uses 122 PyroCal heat sensors to analyze the potential for human tissue burn damage. To help you make the 
right product choice we can provide specific PyroMan System data for any of our FR fabrics.

Invalid Sensor

No Burn

2nd Degree Burn

3rd Degree Burn

Protectvie fabrics are also tested over time, through 
multiple wash cycles to ensure that they maintain flame-
resistant properties under real-world conditions.

To meet your personal protective equipment needs, 
Red Wing offers a wide variety of independently tested 
flame-resistant fabrics in multiple weights and price 
points. These fabrics provide workers with added 
protection from the hazards of oil and gas work sites. 
And like all Red Wing products, they are designed with 
the comfort of the worker in mind.

Three Types of Weave
Red Wing industrial workwear garments are built with 
woven fabric. These fabrics generally consist of two 
sets of interlaced orthogonal fibers. When used for the 
reinforcement of composites, these textile fabrics are 
normally produced as plain, twill or satin weaves. The 
following pages offer specifications for each brand of 
fabric we offer.
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.
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FlashGuard™ Fabric
Our exclusive FlashGuard fabric is specially blended from cotton and 
Kanakaron, a flame-resistant modacrylic fabric. It is inherently flame-resistant 
and helps protect the wearer when exposed to unexpected flash and flame. 
Red Wing FlashGuard fabric has been certified to meet the requirement 
of EN ISO 11612. It also offers standard antistatic properties, meeting EN 
1149-5 requirements. Even better, it’s manufactured with the environment in 
mind, in a facility meeting ISO EN 14001 standards for environmental manu-
facturing. Our 6 oz. FlashGuard Fabric has also been 3rd party tested to meet 
the fabric requirements of NFPA 2112. Available in uninsulated and insulated  
options designed to match working conditions around the world.

Available in two fabric weights:
6 oz/yd2  200g/m2 (Fabric code: 11 / 54% Modocrylic, 35% Cotton, 10% aramid, and 1% Carbon)

9 oz/yd2  300g/m2 (Fabric code: 12 / Plain Weave / 54% Modocrylic, 45% Cotton, and 1% Carbon)

Flame-Resistant Properties
•	 This	fabric	is	third-party	tested	to	meet	the	

requirements of NFPA 2112. (6 oz. only)

•	 Meets	EN	ISO	11612	A1,	A2,	B1,	C1	(single	layer)	
and A1, A2, B2, C2, F2 (multi layer) 
insulated garments.

•	 Meets	EN	61482-1-2	(Class	1)

•	 Red	Wing	FlashGuard	fabric	is	a	special	blend	of	
cotton	and	Kanakaron,	a	flame-resistant	acrylic	
fiber.	When	exposed	to	flash	flame,	FlashGuard	
fabric fibers carbonize and will not melt or 
drip,	forming	a	barrier	to	minimize	burns	to	the	
wearer’s skin.

•	 Red	Wing	FlashGuard	is	inherently	flame-resistant,	
with	FR	properties	that	last	throughout	the	fabric’s	
lifetime,	regardless	of	washing	frequency.	

•	 Meets	EN	1149-5	antistatic	standard,	which	
defines	methods	for	measuring	electrostatic	
properties	such	as	surface	resistivity	and 
charge	decay.	

Fabric Features
•	 FlashGuard	fabrics	provide	the	comfort,	breath-

ability	and	flexibility	of	cotton	along	with	the	
superior	strength	and	durability	of	synthetic	
(acrylic) fibers.

•	 Like	many	cotton-based	fabrics,	Red	Wing	
FlashGuard	absorbs	moisture	and	transfers 
it	away	from	the	body,	keeping	the	wearer	dry	
and comfortable.

•	 Extremely	lightweight,	6	oz/200g	(NFPA	2112)	
FlashGuard	fabric	performs	well	in	a	variety	of	
climates	and	is	particularly	well-suited	for	hot	
and	humid	conditions.

•	 Lightweight	and	breathable,	9	oz/300g	
FlashGuard	fabric	is	well-suited	for	temperate	
climates,	while	insulated	garments	are	designed	
to	perform	in	even	the	most	severe	cold	and 
Arctic conditions.

Care Instructions
•	 Standard	home,	commercial	and	industrial	

laundering is appropriate. 

•	 Do	not	use	cleaning	agents	containing	organic	
soap	or	chlorine	bleach.

•	 FlashGuard	fabrics	can	be	washed	in	synthetic	
detergents	and	non-chlorine	bleach.

•	 Do	not	acid	rinse.

•	 When	laundering	instructions	are	followed,	
shrinking	tolerance	is	typically	1-3%.
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Daletec® Fabric
Daletec flame-resistant fabric is strong, yet comfortable. It offers the easy-wearing 
properties of cotton and has been certified to meet the EN ISO 11612 flame- 
resistant requirements. Daletec Antistatic fabric also helps prevent electrostatic 
discharge, meeting EN 1149-5 requirements. Choose from several Red Wing 
styles that feature Daletec fabrics—coveralls, jackets, trousers, parkas or bib ‘n 
brace. Available in non-insulated and insulated options designed to match working 
conditions around the world. 

Available in two fabric weights: 
7.5 oz/yd2  250g/m2	(Fabric	code:	20	/	Twill	Weave	2/1	/	100%	Cotton)

10.5 oz/yd2  350g/m2	(Fabric	code:	30	/	Satin	Weave	/	98%	Cotton	and	2%	Carbon)

Flame-Resistant Properties
•	 Meets	EN	ISO	11612	A1,	A2,	B1,	C1	(single	layer)	

and A1, A2, B2, C2, F2 (multi layer) 
insulated garments.

•	 Meets	EN	61482-1-2	(Class	1).

•	 EN	61842-1-2	Electrical	Arc	certified.	Measures	
the	protective	performance	of	clothing	against	
the	thermal	effects	of	an	electric	arc	flash.

•	 Treated	with	Pyrovatex®—one	of	the	world’s	
leading	flame-resistant	finishes	for	cotton 
fabrics—Daletec fabric provides protection 
against	accidental	flash	fires	and	heat.	 
It’s	designed	not	to	ignite,	melt,	drip	or	expose	
the	skin	of	the	wearer.

•	 Flame-resistant	characteristics	are	inherent	and	
last	throughout	the	Daletec	fabric’s	lifetime,	
regardless	of	washing	frequency	when	care 
instructions are followed.

•	 Garments	are	treated	to	shed	water, 
minimizing absorption.

•	 Oeko-Tex® Standard 100. Daletec tests its 
Daletec	fabric	for	compliance	with	the	Oeko-Tex	
Standard.	The	Oeko-Tex	Standard	100	is	a	
globally uniform testing and certification system 
for	textile	raw	materials,	intermediate	and	
end	products	at	all	stages	of	production.	This	
standard	sets	limits	for	maximum	content	of	
formaldehyde,	pesticides,	PCBs,	heavy	metals,	
azo	dye,	arylamine	flame-retarding	agents,	
phthalates,	volatile	organic	substances,	biocides	
and	other	substances.

Fabric Features
•	 Made	of	cotton,	Daletec	fabric	is	soft,	pliable	and	

can	be	comfortably	worn	directly	against	the	skin.

•	 Daletec	Antistatic	10.5	oz.	fabric	helps	prevent	
electrostatic	discharge,	meeting	EN1149-5	
requirements.

•	 Durable	and	comfortable,	10.5	oz/350g	Daletec	
Antistatic fabric performs well in a variety of 
climate applications.  Uninsulated garments are 
well-suited	for	temperate	climates.		Insulated	
options are available for cold environments.

•	 Due	to	its	molecular	structure,	cotton	is	warmer	
in	cold	weather	and	cooler	in	hot	weather	than	
many	synthetic	fabrics.

•	 Lightweight	fibers	are	spun	to	maximize	fabric	
strength	and	durability.

•	 Like	other	natural	fabrics,	Daletec	fabric	absorbs	
and	transfers	moisture	away	from	the	body	to	
keep	the	wearer	dry	and	comfortable.

•	 Lightweight	and	breathable,	7.5	oz/250g 
Daletec fabric performs well in a variety of 
climate	applications.		It	is	especially	well-suited	
for	hot	or	humid	applications.

Care Instructions
•	 Standard	home,	commercial	and	industrial 

laundering is appropriate.

•	 Do	not	use	cleaning	agents	containing	organic	
soap	or	bleaching	agents.

•	 Do	not	acid	rinse.

•	 Do	not	dry	fabric	excessively.	Residual	moisture	
should	be	10-15%.

•	 Store	garments	in	a	dry	place	and	avoid	sunlight.

•	 When	laundering	instructions	are	followed, 
shrinking	tolerance	for	the	7.5	oz,	100%	cotton	
garments	is	typically	3-5%;	shrinking	tolerance	
for	the	10.5	oz.	98%	cotton/2%	carbon	is	2-4%.
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C A

D

B

E

F

Typical Red Wing garment construction using 
3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation
A) Anti-Static FR cloth
B) Breathable, waterproof/windproof moisture 

barrier separately hung in garment (not laminated 
to other layers).

C) 3M™ Thinsulate™ brand of insulation sewn to white 
scrim cloth to prevent fiber migration during use 
and laundering.

D) Scrim laminated to 3M™ Thinsulate™ insulation.
E) 100% FR material stitched with 4-inch diamond 

squares to mitigate insulation movement 
or bunching.

F) Thread from American & Efird®.

In addtion to the construction above, the following 
high quality materials are also typically used.
■ Seams are triple-stitched and bar-tacked 

for superior strength and durability.
■ Fastening products from YKK®.
■ Reflective material from 3M™ and 

STO-NOR Industri AS®.

Purpose-Built Construction Using 
Premium Components for Safety, 
Warmth and Comfort
Beyond our selection of premium FR fabrics, every 
Red Wing Industrial Workwear garment is crafted 
using state-of-the-art materials, superior construction 
and undergoes rigorous testing for safety, fit and wear. 
From underwear to outerwear, our products are built 
with purpose.



Interior of Workwear

Exterior of Workwear
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Quality Thread, Triple-stitched* and 
Bar-Tacked Means Quality Seams 
Thread only makes up a small percentage of the cost of 
the garment but shares 50% of the responsibility for the 
seam. By using only thread that meets rigorous 
Red Wing standards, we engineer quality into every 
Red Wing garment.

The high-performance ‘core’ threads used in Red Wing 
Industrial Workwear garments are produced by spinning 
a staple wrapper of cotton or polyester around a bundle 
of continuous filament polyester fibers and then plying 
these yarns to make the sewing thread**. Our threads 
are 60% core and 40% wrapper, meaning they’re strong 
enough for the toughest sewing applications, including 
denim products and workwear that will be subjected to 
harsh finishing processes or wear.

Threads used in Red Wing garments 
are tested to prevent excessive: 
■ Thread breakage.
■ Skipped stitches.
■ Repairs and restitched seams.
■ Seam failures.

* Seams are double-stitched and bar-tacked on all garments constructed using 
fabric less than 7oz.

** All Nomex® IIIA garments are constructed using Nomex® thread.
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2" (50mm) Wide Reflective FR Strips
To make sure your workers are seen while on the job, Red Wing Industrial Workwear garments are outfitted with 
durable, wide (2”/5cm) reflective tapes produced by STO-NOR Industri AS® and 3M™.

Our tapes use retroreflective technology. Retroreflection occurs when light bounces from a surface that is engineered 
to return light in the direction of its source. Only flame-resistant reflective tape is used in our flame-resistant garments, 
and the FR properties have been tested by independent labs through multiple washings.

■ Loxy® Reflective Material produced by STO-NOR is manufactured using 
high-performance glass beaded reflective technology.

■ Red Wing Flame-Resistant Reflective Fabric tape by 3M™ is composed 
of wide angle, exposed retroreflective lenses bonded to durable flame-
resistant cloth backing. This tape is produced following strict 3M™ 
manufacturing and quality standards. 3M™ in-house testing of every 
lot ensures that the material meets or exceeds their specifications and 
applicable standards.

All our tapes meet high visibility standards set by EN 471 and FR requirements set by ISO 14116, ANSI 107, 
ASTM D6413, NFPA 1971 and 1977 as well as flame spread standards set by EN 469 and electrostatic properties 
set by EN 1149-5.

*	Testing	data	provided	by	3M™	and	STO-NOR.
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2 
Reflective striping applied to 
shoulders is equal in length 
on the front and back.
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redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

High Density Polyester Spiral YKK® Non-sparking Zippers, Brass Buttons and Snaps
Red Wing Industrial Workwear garments utilize fasteners manufactured by YKK®, the world’s leading designer, 
developer, manufacturer and supplier of quality fastening.

All YKK main manufacturing facilities have a Quality Management System certification to ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 
14001. Zippers, buttons and snaps produced by YKK adhere to standards set by EN1811, EN71-3 and Oeko-Tex® 
Standard 100 for product classes I and II.

For safety in hazardous conditions, we exclusively use YKK non-sparking spiral zippers. We put our zippers through six 
specific tests for strength and durability. Since steel products can rust, all snap fasteners used in Red Wing Industrial 
Workwear garments are 100% brass.

HIGH DENSITY POLYESTER SPIRAL YKK® ZIPPERS
■ The elements (teeth) of coil fasteners are made 

from a continuous monofilament spiral, so the 
zippers cannot fail by the damage or detachment 
of an individual element.

■ Better lateral strength than other zipper types.
■ Good impact resistance.
■ Polyester components can withstand the 

higher temperatures (up to 250°C) of tunnel 
drying processes.

■ Up to 3,000 opening and closing cycles without 
appreciable wear in the functional parts.

YKK® BRASS BUTTONS AND SNAPS
■ Manufactured from 100% brass.
■ On select fabrics, snaps are reinforced with 

plastic washers.
■  Press studs do not touch the skin when closed.
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100% Meltblown Web 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation

FRONTFRONT

244g 100% Meltblown Web Vs. 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation Type G200

BACKBACK

3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation (Type G)
Exposure to extreme weather takes a toll on workers. 
That’s why Red Wing offers purpose-built workwear to 
protect workers from exposure caused by cold temperatures, 
water and wind. Industrial laundering also takes a toll on 
thermal garments, which is why this specific insulation 
was selected from more than 100 types of 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation. It is lightweight, yet provides better insulating 
value than heavier competitors.

3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation Type G Features and Benefits
■ Offers superior warmth.
■ Soft and breathable for comfort.
■ Highly durable for industrial wash needs.
■ Effective in both dry and wet weather.
■ Fibers absorb less than 1% of their weight 

in water and dry easily.
■  Certified free of harmful substances to 

Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 - product class I.

Re
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High Thermographic Analysis

A method of measuring insulating value 
of clothing or footwear that reveals areas 
of a garment or boot where heat escapes. 
As shown on the scale to the left, purple 
and blue areas reveal least heat loss, 
while red and white areas show highest 
heat loss.

9.8% less weight yields  
46.67% more insulating value  
as measured by Clo.*

* Testing data provided by 3M.

+1.651.385.1140

Whenever	safety	is	critical,	Red	Wing	has	you	covered™
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Features for Extreme Conditions Including EN ISO 11612 
and other EN International Standards
Protecting your workers is our highest priority. Many Red Wing garments meet European and/or international standards 
for being flame resistant, protecting against electrostatic discharge, providing weather resistance and high-visibility. 
They have been specifically designed for use in the oil and gas industry. The following list provides an overview of key 
safety standards and performance met by many Red Wing garments. Please be certain to select garments that meet 
standards needed for your specific application and requirements.   

Flame Resistant
EN ISO 11612		This	International	Standard	specifies	
performance requirements for complete garments 
made	from	flexible	materials	which	are	designed	to	
protect	the	wearer's	body,	(except	the	hands),	from	
heat	and/or	flame.	For	protection	of	the	wearer's	head	
and	feet,	the	only	items	of	protective	clothing	falling	
within	the	scope	of	this	standard	are	gaiters,	hoods	
and overboots.

The	performance	requirements	are	applicable	to 
garments	which	could	be	worn	for	a	wide	range	of 
end	uses,	where	there	is	a	need	for	clothing	with	
limited	flame	spread	properties	and	where	the	user 
can	be	exposed	to	radiant	or	convective	or	contact 
heat	or	to	molten	metal	splashes.	

EN	ISO	11612	replaces	EN	531,	but	please	note	that	the	
protective	garments	which	have	an	EN	531	certification	
remain	valid.	This	standard	is	not	applicable	for	fire	
fighters	(EN	469)	or	welders	(EN	470	-	EN	ISO	11611).

EN ISO 14116	This	international	standard 
defines performance requirements for limited flame 
spread	properties	of	materials,	with	the	intention 
of	reducing	the	possibility	of	clothing	burning	and 
causing	injury.	Clothing	that	complies	with	this	
standard is intended to protect workers from brief 
and	occasional	contact	with	small,	igniting	flames	in	
situations	where	there	is	not	a	persistent	heat	source.	
For	protection	against	heat	hazards	beyond	this	limited	
exposure,	then	other,	more	rigorous	standards	may	
be	more	appropriate.	EN	ISO	14116	Index	1	must	be	
worn	over	inner	layer	meeting	EN	ISO	14116	Index	2	or	
greater.	Do	not	wear	EN	ISO	14116	Index	1	next	to	skin.

EN 533	(Transitioning	to	EN	ISO	14116)	This	European	
standard	specifies	the	performance	requirements	for	
protective	clothing	against	limited	heat	and	flame	
spread in materials and material assemblies. EN 533 
INDEX 1 must be worn over INDEX 2 or 3 material. 
Do	not	wear	next	to	skin.	

Anti-Static
EN 1149-3	This	European	standard	defines	methods	
for	measuring	the	dissipation	of	electrostatic	charge	
from	the	surface	of	materials	used	in	protective	
garments.	This	test	method	is	applied	to	all	materials	
used	in	the	garment,	including	primary	garment	
fabrics, seam materials and fasteners.

EN 1149-5		This	European	Standard	defines	materials	
and design requirements for electrostatic dissipative 
clothing,	used	as	part	of	a	total	grounded	system	to	
avoid	incendiary	discharges.	This	standard	may	not	be	
sufficient	in	oxygen	enriched	flammable	atmosphere	
and is not applicable for protection against main voltages.

 

High Visibility
EN 471	This	European	standard	applies	to	high- 
visibility	warning	clothing.	It	incorporates	two	levels	
of protection. Class 2 protection refers to sleeveless 
waistcoats/vests, bib’n’brace and trousers. 
Class	3	protection	refers	to	jackets/parkas	with 
sleeves	and	coveralls.	This	standard	includes 
performance	requirements	for	brightness	after	rainfall,	
temperature	variation,	abrasion,	cold	folding,	washing	
and dry cleaning. It also defines requirements for 
fluorescent	material	regarding	UV	and	other	exposure 
to varying environments.

Waterproof
EN 343	This	European	standard	specifies	the	require-
ments	for	protective	clothing	against	the	effects	of	foul	
weather	(rain,	wind	and	snow).	Requirements	include	
water	resistance,	water	vapor	resistance	or	“breathability”	
of	the	garment	and	strength	of	garment	components	
(tensile,	tear,	seam	strength	and	shrinkage).

Windproof
Material is designed to minimize wind/air penetration, 
resulting	in	high	levels	of	protection	and	comfort	in	
cold and windy environments.

Insulated
Garments	are	designed	to	offer	warmth	and	protection	
in cold environments.

References
EN–European Committee for Standardization (EN) www.cen.eu

International	Orginization	for	Standardization	(ISO)	www.iso.org

DISCLAIMER:	Red	Wing	Shoe	Company	and	their	agents	expressly	state	that	these	descriptions	do	not	represent	
the	actual	formal	standard—it	only	provides	a	quick	comparison	and	general	descriptions	of	the	requirements	and	
testing	methods.	Refer	to	actual	published	standards	for	specific	requirements.

This	general	standards	reference	guide	does	not	purport	to	address	all	of	the	safety	concerns,	if	any,	associated	
with	garment	use.	It	is	the	responsibility	of	the	user	of	these	standards	to	establish	appropriate	safety	and	health	
practices	and	determine	the	applicability	of	regulatory	limitations	prior	to	use.

The	standards	are	subject	to	revision	at	any	time	by	the	responsible	technical	committee(s).	
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+1.651.385.1140

Whenever	safety	is	critical,	Red	Wing	has	you	covered™

Height

Neck

Chest

Waist

Inseam

For best fit, 
measurements 

should be taken 
directly from  

the body. 

Workwear Fit and Customization 
Purpose-built for the work you do, our industrial workwear is 
designed to fit so well, so comfortably, that it may not even 
seem like personal protective equipment. Key measurements 
necessary to ensure the best possible fit include: Height, 
Neck, Chest, Waist, and Inseam. Refer to each product 
listing for specific measurements. Room for movement is 
already calculated into garment dimensions.  
 
Garment Customization
Red Wing Industrial Workwear can be customized with a 
variety of materials. Add logos, reflective materials or detailing 
to make these garments reflect your brand standards—or 
to make them completely unique. With Red Wing Industrial 
Workwear, our global reach allows customization to take place 
locally, minimizing lead times and expediting delivery. 
Customization that alters pockets or seams will extend lead 
times. Please contact your Red Wing Sales Representative for 
details on lead times and how to order. 
 
Easy to Order
Simply work with your Red Wing Sales Representative to 
identify the specific customization you’d like to include on 
your garments. Then submit your request by identifying the 
location of the modification on one of our Red Wing Garment 
Customization Sheets and submit it along with your order. 
Final illustrations identifying your requested customization 
will be sent back to you for your review/approval before the 
garments are produced and shipped.
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A

B

A
A

B

B

Customization Options 
These	options	can	be	applied	in	nearly 
any	way	you	choose.	If	you	do	not	find 
a style you’re looking for or features you 
require,	please	contact	your	Red	Wing 
Sales	Representative	who	will	be	more 
than	happy	to	discuss	your	options.

(A)	Customized	graphics	can	be	applied 
as	embroidered	patches	and	heat 
sealed or as direct embroidery. 

(B)	Reflective	striping	

 
(Please contact your Sales 
Representative for minimum 
order requirements.)
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.
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Customized garments and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

+1.651.385.1140

61712 TEMPERATE FR COVERALL

Loops on shoulders for radio antennae

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare features. Order using the corresponding 
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your Chest size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO EN 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5) 
and High Visibility (EN 471).

SIZING
Chest EU/RU Equivalent Inch / cm Equivalent

36 46 34"-36" 86-92 cm
38 48 36"-38" 92-97 cm
40 50 38"-40" 97-102 cm
42 52 40"-42" 102-107 cm
44 54 42"-44" 107-112 cm
46 56 44"-46" 112-117 cm
48 58 46"-48" 117-122 cm
50 60 48"-50" 122-127 cm
52 62 50"-52" 127-132 cm
54 64 52"-54" 132-137 cm
56 66 54"-56" 137-142 cm
58 68 56"-58" 142-147 cm
60 70 58"-60" 147-152 cm
62 72 60"-62" 152-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm

Tall 6' 1" to 6' 4" up to 196 cm

Product Number 61712
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Red Wing Flashguard™ •
FABRIC WEIGHT

9oz / 300g •
FABRIC COLOR Color Code

Orange 57 •
Red 55 •

Navy Blue 53 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
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Temperature Range 5º to 25º C (41º to 77º F)
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

redwingsafety.com

TEM
PERATE

A
B

B

B

E

L

C

F

G

K

H

J

D

I

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Navy Blue (53)
Navy Blue (53)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

61712

Description
Deluxe lightweight coverall features a great fit and YKK® non-sparking 
spiral zips throughout. Press studs and zippers are covered by fabric 
on the inside, so nothing but soft protective material comes in contact 
with your skin. Major seams are double- or triple-stitched and stress 
points are bar-tacked for strength. Reflective striping applied to 
shoulders is equal in length on the front and back.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips 
with brass snap closure

(B) 2" wide reflective FR striping on arms, legs and over the shoulder

(C) Two chest pockets with zip closure

(D) Two loops at shoulders for radio antennaes

(E) Gas detector and pen pocket on left sleeve

(F) Elastic wastband

(G) Two side pockets

(H) Two back pockets, one with flap

(I) Cargo pocket with separate mobile phone and pen pocket on 
left leg      

(J) Ruler and tool pocket on the right leg

(K) Internal knee pockets

(L) Action back construction for easy movement
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Customized garments and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

+1.651.385.1140
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B
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C
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D

61130

Description
This coverall has a classic look and a great fit. It features eight pockets 
and non-sparking YKK® zips throughout. 100% brass press studs are 
covered on the inside, so no brass comes in contact with your skin. 
Major seams are double- or triple-stitched and stress points are 
bar-tacked for strength. 2" wide reflective FR striping for better  
visibility and safety. Reflective striping applied to shoulders is equal 
in length on the front and back.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips 
with brass snap closure 

(B) Large pleats in the back for freedom of movement  
and comfort 

(C) Two concealed chest pockets with zip closure  

(D) Gas detector and pen pocket on left sleeve

(E) Two side pockets with hidden exterior-to-interior access  
through pocket lining

(F) Two back pockets, one with flap

(G) Tool pocket on right leg

(H) Concealed snaps on cuffs and ankles openings

 

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to 
compare features. Order using the 
corresponding Product Number, 2 
digit fabric Color Code, and your 
Chest size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), 
Anti-static (EN 1149-5) 
and High Visibility (EN 471).

61130 TEMPERATE FR COVERALL             Temperature Range 5º to 25º C (41º to 77º F)

SIZING
Chest EU/RU Equivalent Inch / cm Equivalent

36 46 34"-36" 86-92 cm
38 48 36"-38" 92-97 cm
40 50 38"-40" 97-102 cm
42 52 40"-42" 102-107 cm
44 54 42"-44" 107-112 cm
46 56 44"-46" 112-117 cm
48 58 46"-48" 117-122 cm
50 60 48"-50" 122-127 cm
52 62 50"-52" 127-132 cm
54 64 52"-54" 132-137 cm
56 66 54"-56" 137-142 cm
58 68 56"-58" 142-147 cm
60 70 58"-60" 147-152 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm

Tall 6' 1" to 6' 4" up to 196 cm

Product Number 61130
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Daletec® Antistat •
FABRIC WEIGHT
10.5oz / 350g •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Orange 57 •

Red 55 •
Navy Blue 53 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.
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TEM
PERATE

 64012 TEMPERATE FR BIB 'N' BRACE

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Navy Blue (53)
Navy Blue (53)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

D A
C

F

E

GH

B

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare features. Order using the corresponding  
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your Waist size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO EN 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5)  
and High Visibility (EN 471).

64012

Description
This highly functional Bib ‘N’ Brace has many extra details, such as 
elasticized braces with a buckle closure. Seams are triple-stitched 
and stress points are bar-tacked for strength. 

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips 
with brass snap closure

(B) 2" wide reflective FR striping around each leg

(C) Three chest pockets with zip closure, one for mobile phone

(D) Adjustable waistband with side snaps

(E) Two deep side pockets

(F) Two back pockets, one with flap

(G) Double tool pocket on right leg

(H) Cargo pocket with separate mobile phone pocket on left leg

Adjustable waistband with side YKK® snaps

SIZING
Waist Inch / cm Equivalent

36 36" 92 cm
38 38" 97 cm
40 40" 102 cm
42 42" 107 cm
44 44" 112 cm
46 46" 117 cm
48 48" 122 cm
50 50" 127 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Inside leg Equivalent
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm 32" 82 cm

Product Number 64012
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Red Wing Flashguard™ •
FABRIC WEIGHT

9oz / 300g •
FABRIC COLOR Color Code

Orange 57 •
Red 55 •

Navy Blue 53 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
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Temperature Range 5º to 25º C (41º to 77º F)Series 621 TEMPERATE FR JACKET

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Navy Blue (53)
Navy Blue (53)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

F G

B

A

C D

E

H

H

Series 621

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare features. Order using the 
corresponding Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your 
Chest size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5) and 
High Visibility (EN 471).

Description
This roomy work jacket features YKK® non-sparking, spiral front zip. Major 
seams are double- or triple-stitched and stress points are bar-tacked for 
strength. Reflective striping applied to shoulders is equal in length on the 
front and back.

(A) Concealed one-way, black coil high density polyester zips with brass 
snap closure

(B) Large pleats in the back for comfort and freedom of movement

(C) Two chest pockets with flaps, one with a separate mobile phone pocket 

(D) Gas detector and pen pocket on left sleeve

(E) Two large side pockets

(F) Adjustable waistband

(G) Concealed press button on cuffs 

(H) 2" wide reflective FR striping on arms, and over the shoulder

SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 91-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm
XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm
2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm

Product Number 62112 62130
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼ ▼

Red Wing Flashguard™ •
Daletec® Antistat •
FABRIC WEIGHT

9oz / 300g •
10.5oz / 350g •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Orange 57 • •

Red 55 • •
Navy Blue 53 • •
Royal Blue 54 • •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* • •

Anti-Static* • •
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

redwingsafety.com

Temperature Range -20º to 5º C (-4º to 77º F)

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare features. Order using the 
corresponding Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and 
your Chest size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5) and 
High Visibility (EN 471).

Detachable hood

SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 91-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm
XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm
2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm

Product Number 62430
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Daletec® Antistat •
FABRIC WEIGHT
10.5oz / 350g •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Orange 57 •

Red 55 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation •

A

B

G

C

D

D

F

E

150 gram

Description
This roomy winter parka has a comfortable FR cotton lining and 
is fully insulated with 150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation. It includes 
YKK® hardwearing, non-sparking zip. It features knitted storm cuffs 
in the sleeves and draw cords at waist and at the bottom of the jacket 
for a snug fit. Garments with reflective striping applied to shoulders is 
equal in length on the front and back.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips with 
storm flap

(B) High collar

(C) Detachable/adjustable hood

(D) 2" wide FR reflective stripes around sleeves, body and over  
the shoulders

(E) Hand-warmer pockets on chest 

(F) Two side pockets with flap closure

(G) Draw cords at bottom

62430

62430 WINTER FR PARKA

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

W
INTER
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Customized garments and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

+1.651.385.1140

61430 WINTER FR COVERALL

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare features. Order 
using the corresponding Product Number, 2 digit fabric 
Color Code, and your Waist size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), Anti-static (EN 
1149-5) and High Visibility (EN 471).

Product Number 61430
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Daletec® Antistat •
FABRIC WEIGHT
10.5oz / 350g •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Orange 57 •

Red 55 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation •

150 gram

SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 91-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm
XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm
2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm

W
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

redwingsafety.com

Temperature Range -20º to 5º C (-4º to 41º F) 

Description
This classic winter coverall has a comfortable FR cotton lining 
and is fully insulated with either 150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation. 
Eight functional pockets and YKK® non-sparking spiral zips through-
out. 100% brass press studs are covered on the inside, so no brass 
comes in contact with your skin. 2" wide reflective FR striping can be 
added for better visibility and safety. Garments with reflective striping 
applied to shoulders is equal in length on the front and back.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips with 
brass snap closure and storm flap

(B) Large pleats in the back for freedom of movement and comfort 

(C) Two concealed chest pockets with zip closure

(D) Gas detector and pen pocket on left sleeve

(E) Two side pockets have exterior-to-interior access through the 
pocket lining 

(F) Two back pockets, one with a flap

(G) Tool pocket on right leg

(H) Concealed snaps on cuffs and ankle openings

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)
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Customized garments and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

+1.651.385.1140

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare features. Order using the corresponding  
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your Waist size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5) and High Visibility (EN 471).

Full-length concealed leg zip for easy access.

64130 WINTER FR BIB 'N' BRACE

SIZING
Waist Inch / cm Equivalent Waist

XS 28" 71 cm
S 30" 76 cm
M 34" 86 cm
L 38" 97 cm
XL 42" 107 cm
2XL 46" 117 cm
3XL 50" 127 cm
4XL 52" 132 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height Inside leg Equivalent
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm 32" 82 cm

Product Number 64130
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Daletec ® Antistat •
FABRIC WEIGHT
10.5oz / 350g •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Orange 57 •

Red 55 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation •

W
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Temperature Range -20º to 5º C (-4º to 41º F)
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

redwingsafety.com

150 gram

Description
This heavy-duty winter Bib ‘N’ Brace has a comfortable FR cotton 
lining and is fully insulated with either 150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation. Features include elasticized, adjustable braces with a 
buckle closure and heavy-duty stitching with bar-tacked stress points 
for strength.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips 

(B) 2" wide reflective FR striping around each leg 

(C) Two chest pockets with hook-and-loop flap closure 

(D) Elasticized waistband with belt loops

(E) Two back pockets

(F) Roomy front leg pockets with hook and loop flap closure

(G) Tool pocket on right leg 

(H) Full-length concealed leg zipper for easy access

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)
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Customized garments and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

+1.651.385.1140

Ordering
Use the specifications chart below to compare features. Order using the corresponding 
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your Waist size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5) and High Visibility (EN 471).

Full-length concealed leg zip for easy access.

64212 ARCTIC FR BIB 'N' BRACE

SIZING
Waist Inch / cm Equivalent Waist

XS 28" 71 cm
S 30" 76 cm
M 34" 86 cm
L 38" 97 cm
XL 42" 107 cm
2XL 46" 117 cm
3XL 50" 127 cm
4XL 52" 132 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height Inside leg Equivalent
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm 32" 82 cm

Product Number 64212
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Red Wing Flashguard™ •
FABRIC WEIGHT

9oz / 300g •
FABRIC COLOR Color Code

Orange 57 •
Red 55 •

Royal Blue 54 •
STANDARDS

Flame Resistant* •
Anti-Static* •
Windproof •

350g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation •

AR
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Temperature Range -40º to -20º C (-40º to -4º F)
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

redwingsafety.com

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

350 gram

Description
This heavy-duty arctic Bib ‘N’ Brace has a comfortable FR cotton 
lining and is fully insulated with either 350g 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
Insulation. Features include elasticized, adjustable braces with a 
buckle closure and heavy-duty stitching with bar-tacked stress points 
for strength. It's windproof membrane keeps the chill out.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips

(B) 2" wide reflective FR striping around each leg 

(C) Two chest pockets with hook-and-loop flap closure 

(D) Elasticized waistband with belt loops

(E) Two back pockets

(F) Roomy front leg pockets with hook and loop flap closure

(G) Tool pocket on right leg 

(H) Full-length concealed leg zipper for easy access

D

H

B
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64212

Red (55)
Red (55)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

ARCTIC
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Customized garments and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.
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350 gram

62212 ARCTIC FR PARKA         Temperature Range -40º to -20º C (-40º to -4º F)

Ordering
Use the specifications chart to compare 
features. Order using the corresponding 
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, 
and your Chest size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612), Anti-
static (EN 1149-5) and High Visibility 
(EN 471).

Description
This roomy arctic parka has a comfortable FR cotton lining and 
is fully insulated with either 350g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation. 
Includes YKK® hardwearing, non-sparking zip. It features knitted 
storm cuffs in the sleeves and draw cords at waist and at the bottom 
of the jacket for a snug fit. Includes a windproof membrane for added 
protection against the cold. Reflective striping applied to shoulders is 
equal in length on the front and back.

(A) Concealed two-way, black coil high density polyester zips with 
brass snap closure and storm flap

(B) High collar

(C) Detachable/adjustable hood

(D) 2" wide FR reflective stripes around sleeves, body and over  
the shoulders

(E) Hand-warmer pockets on chest 

(F) Two side pockets with flap closure

(G) Draw cords at bottom

Detachable hood

62212

SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 92-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm
XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm
2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm

Product Number 62212
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Red Wing Flashguard™ •
FABRIC WEIGHT

9oz / 300g •
FABRIC COLOR Color Code

Orange 57 •
Red 55 •

Royal Blue 54 •
STANDARDS

Flame Resistant* •
Anti-Static* •
Windproof •

350g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Insulation •

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

+1.651.385.1140
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* Printing limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

redwingsafety.com

WORKWEAR  66130 FR PLAIN FRONT TROUSERS

Orange (57)
Orange (57)

Red (55)
Red (55)

Navy Blue (53)
Navy Blue (53)

Royal Blue (54)

Royal Blue (54)

C

D

A

B

Description
These jeans-cut, plain-front work trousers feature triple-stitched seams 
and bar-tacked stress points for strength. Includes a YKK® non-sparking spiral 
zip. Durable 2" belt loops on front and back waistband.

(A) Two deep side pockets

(B) Large back pockets, one with flap 

(C) Double tool pocket on right leg 

(D) Large cargo pocket with separate mobile phone pocket on left leg

Ordering
Use the specifications chart below to compare 
features. Order using the corresponding 
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, 
and your Waist size and Height. 

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO EN 11612),  
Anti-static (EN 1149-5) and  High 
Visibility (EN 471).

66130

SIZING
Waist Inch / cm Equivalent Waist

30 30" 76 cm
32 32" 82 cm
34 34" 86 cm
36 36" 92 cm
38 38" 97 cm
40 40" 102 cm
42 42" 107 cm
44 44" 112 cm
46 46" 117 cm
48 48" 122 cm
50 50" 127 cm

Product Number 66130
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

Daletec® Antistat •
FABRIC WEIGHT
10.5oz / 350g •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Orange 57 •

Red 55 •
Navy Blue 53 •
Royal Blue 54 •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* •

Anti-Static* •
Oil Resistant •

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height Inside leg Equivalent
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm 32" 82 cm

Tall* up to 6' 4" up to 196 cm 36" 92 cm

*Tall is available in 30-46 waist sizes.

GENERAL  
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

+1.651.385.1140

69007 SOFT SHELL JACKET

Embroidered "Red Wing" detail on back

Elastic cuffs with thumb holder

Ordering
Use the specifications chart below to compare features. Order 
using the corresponding Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color 
Code, and your Chest size and Height.

Product Number 69007
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

93% Polyester, 7% Spandex, TPU Membrane •
FABRIC COLOR Color Code

Black/Red 62 •
STANDARDS
Windproof •

SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 92-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm

XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm
2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

redwingsafety.com

AF

B

G
D

C

E

Description
This functional soft-shell jacket is 
water-resistant and fully-lined for warmth.

(A) Full length zip closure

(B) High collar

(C) Chest pocket with zip closure

(D) Two side pockets with zip closure

(E) Sleeve pocket with zip closure

(F) Elasticized cuffs with thumb holder

(G) Draw cords at waist

69007

Black / Red (62)

Black / Red (62)

THERMAL PROTECTION

THERM
AL 

PROTECTION
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

69006 SOFT SHELL JACKET - WINTER

+1.651.385.1140

Adjustable cuffs 
with thumb holder

Detachable snow/wind skirt

Concealed front zip with storm flap

Interior zipper pocketsMoisture-wicking back panel for breathability

Ordering
Use the specifications chart below to compare features. Order using the corresponding 
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your Chest size and Height.

Product Number 69006
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼

93% Polyester, 7% Spandex, TPU Membrane •
FABRIC COLOR Color Code

Black 58 •
STANDARDS
Windproof •
Insulated •

SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 92-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm
XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm

2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

redwingsafety.com

A

C

B

G

H
F

D

E

THERMAL PROTECTION

Description
This 3-layer softshell jacket features a polyester/spandex outer shell with  
a TPU membrane. The polyester lining includes polyester insulation and a  
snow/wind skirt.

(A) Full length zip closure

(B) Fleece-lined high collar

(C) Detachable/adjustable, fleece-lined hood

(D) Waterproof phone pocket on the chest

(E) Side pockets with zip closure

(F) Knitted and adjustable cuffs with thumb holder

(G) Draw cords at bottom of jacket 

(H) Zipper opening for under arm ventilation

Detachable/Adjustable Hood

69006

Black (58)

THERM
AL 

PROTECTION
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

A
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B
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Series 690 FR AND NON-FR UNDERWEAR

+1.651.385.1140

69009

69004

69008

Ordering
Use the specifications chart below to compare features. Order using the corresponding 
Product Number, 2 digit fabric Color Code, and your Chest /Waist size and Height.

* Flame Resistant (EN ISO 11612/ISO EN 11612), Anti-static (EN 1149-5/EN 1149-5) 
and High Visibility (EN 471).

69003

Product Number 69003 69009 69004 69008
FABRIC MATERIAL ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼

60% Modacrylic / 38% Cotton / 2% P40 • •
Fleece • •

FABRIC WEIGHT
7oz / 200g • •

FABRIC COLOR Color Code
Black 58 • • • •

STANDARDS
Flame Resistant* • •

Anti-Static* • •

UNDERWEAR SIZING
Chest Inch / cm Equivalent Chest

XS 34"-36" 86-92 cm
S 36"-38" 91-97 cm
M 38"-42" 97-107 cm
L 42"-46" 107-117 cm
XL 46"-50" 117-127 cm

2XL 50"-54" 127-137 cm
3XL 54"-58" 137-147 cm
4XL 58"-62" 147-157 cm

Waist Inch / cm Equivalent Waist
XS 28 72-76 cm
S 30 76-84 cm
M 34 84-92 cm
L 38 92-100 cm
XL 42 100-108 cm

2XL 46 108-116 cm
3XL 50 116-124 cm
4XL 52 124-132 cm

Height Inch / cm Equivalent Height
Regular up to 6' 1" up to 185 cm
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Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

redwingsafety.com

THERMAL PROTECTION

69003 (Top) / 69009 (Bottom) Fleece
This 100% polyester fleece is lightweight, warm and comfortable. 
Anti-pilling exterior adds long-lasting durability.

(A) Full front zip on jacket

(B) Jacket has one chest pocket with zip closure

(C) Jacket has two side pockets with zip closure

(D) Adjustable draw cord at jacket waist

(E) Elastic waist and ankles on bottoms

(F) Two side pockets on bottoms

69003

69009

69004 (Top) / 69008 (Bottom) FR Underwear
This high-performance EN ISO 11612 certified, flame-resistant 
underwear has a long-sleeve shirt with ¼ zip turtleneck. When used 
in combination with flame-resistant exterior garments, it greatly 
enhances protection. 

(A) ¼ zip turtleneck on shirt

(B) Knitted cuffs and ankles

(C) Elastic waist on bottoms

69004

69008

Black (58)

THERM
AL 

PROTECTION
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

69011 Arctic Balaclava
This Arctic balaclava is designed using a 3-layer system of flame-resistant 390g fleece outside for 
protection, plus a PU membrane in between an inner layer of flame-resistant treated 150g fleece for added 
warmth. Windproof and breathable with generous neck cover.

■ Balaclava design provides ultimate cold-weather protection

■ Covers below the neck for extra warmth

■ Hook & loop closure for a snug fit

■ Straps tie to hard hat

■ Reflective striping on back

69010  Arctic Hard Hat Liner
This Arctic hard hat liner incorporates a 3-layer system using a flame-resistant cotton outer shell for 
protection, plus an inner layer of  flame-resistant treated 290g fleece and a PU membrane in between for 
added warmth. Windproof and breathable with generous neck cover.

■ Covers below the neck for extra warmth

■ Hook & loop closure for a snug fit

■ Straps tie to hard hat

■ Reflective striping on back

+1.651.385.1140

THERMAL PROTECTION

Accessories
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redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

Accessories

Red Wing Deluxe 
Safety Glasses 
COLORS: 
95222 Clear 
95223 Smoke 
95224 Amber

UNIT: 12 pair

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS:  
ANSI Z87.1, EN 166-F-CE 

■ Full wrap-around with curved 
polycarbonate lens provides seamless 
front & side protection, without the 
distraction normally associated with 
traditional side shields with defined 
seams 

■ Hard-coated anti-scratch/anti-fog lens 
with UV385 stabilizer provides 99.9% 
UV protection 

■ Black polycarbonate frame with nylon 
temple tips

■ Multi-adjustment system including 
5-position lens tilt & 4-position temple 
length adjustment

■ Adjustable PVC nose pad provides 
comfort and reduces slipping for  
all-day comfort

■ Ventilation slots between the frame  
and lens allow air circulation 

Leather Conditioner
95140 

COLOR: Red

SIZES: 6 0z. 

UNIT: 24

96224 
•	 Contains	enough	cut-to-fit	lace	for	a	 
 pair of boots, a tool and complete  
 replacement instructions

Unit: Each

BOA® EX735 LACE PACK

PPE 
ACCESSORIES
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

+1.651.385.1140

ACCESSORIES

Arctic
97200 

COLOR: Multi

SIZES: 9-12, 12-16

CONTENT: 84% Wool, 9% Acrylic,  
 5% Nylon, 2% Lycra® Spandex

UNIT: 6 pair

DESCRIPTION

n Cushioned warmth

n Flat-knit toe seam

n Large loops provide ultimate softness 
& comfort

Merino Medium Crew
97329

COLOR: Charcoal

SIZES: 6-9, 9-12, 12-16

CONTENT: 80% Merino Wool, 18% Nylon,  
 2% Lycra® Spandex

UNIT: 6 pair

DESCRIPTION

n Fiber technology pulls moisture away from the 
foot so feet remain dry and cool

n Arch support panel promotes circulation & 
reduces foot fatigue

n Loop toe seam feels virtually seamless for best 
comfort

n Nylon reinforced heel and toe add durability

n Full cushioning with medium loops for softness 
and comfort

n Side vent mesh panels promote air movement

Comfortforce® Burnt Sienna
96369

COLOR: Burnt Sienna

SIZES: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

DESCRIPTION

n Unique Venturi Air perfs for air exchange

n Weave pattern to facilitate energy wave 
caused during walking

n Comfort curved ribbed arch lift

n Heel cup channels for ventilation

n CFP-5 shock attenuating elastomer pad

n Shock absorbing urethane

69012 Backpack
DIMENSIONS 
17" L (43 cm) x 13" W (33 cm) x 9" D (23 cm)

DESCRIPTION

n Heavy-duty bag made of ballistic nylon 
for durability

n Side-by-side full-open top zip for  
easy access

n Padded laptop compartment (fits up to 
a 15" laptop)

n Multiple side pockets for stowing  
beverage bottles and other small items

n Adjustable, padded shoulder straps

n Padded handle

n Rugged, durable zippers

PP
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redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

ACCESSORIES

69100 Large Offshore Bag
DIMENSIONS 
Large    28" L (71 cm) x 16" W (41 cm) x 16" D (41 cm)

DESCRIPTION

■ Heavy-duty bag made of ballistic nylon for durability

■ Ideal for egress to helicopter bays

■ Side-by-side full-open top zip for easy access

■ Multiple side zip compartments for stowing boots, 
dirty clothes and other gear

■ Sturdy in-line wheel system and locking telescopic handle with 
push button operation for easy transport

■ Detachable/adjustable, padded shoulder strap included

■ Padded handles

■ Rugged, durable zippers

■ ID card pocket 

69101 Small Offshore Bag
DIMENSIONS 
Small    21" L (54 cm) x 14" W (36 cm) x 12" D (31 cm)

DESCRIPTION

■ Heavy-duty bag made of ballistic nylon for durability

■ Ideal for egress to helicopter bays

■ Side-by-side full-open top zip for easy access

■ Multiple side zip compartments for stowing boots, dirty clothes 
and other gear

■ Optional padded backpack straps are adjustable/removable

■ Detachable/adjustable, padded shoulder strap included

■ Padded handles

■ Rugged, durable zippers

■ ID card pocket

Adjustable/removable, padded  backpack straps

Pullout handle and wheels

PPE 
ACCESSORIES
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

+1.651.385.1140

Limited Warranty Relating to Red Wing Branded Footwear 
 
Footwear products bearing the “Red Wing” or “Red Wing Shoes” label are warranted 
against defects in workmanship and materials. If within 6 months of purchase, a 
defect occurs in a Red Wing branded footwear product as the result of normal use,  
Red Wing will repair the defect or exchange the product. If a product defect occurs as 
the result of normal use within 6 to 12 months after purchase, Red Wing will repair  
the defect or issue a credit for 50% of the purchase price. If a product defect occurs  
as the result of normal use 12 months or more after purchase, Red Wing may, at its 
option, issue a fair and reasonable credit that can be applied to the purchase of  
Red Wing branded footwear. The amount of the credit will be determined in the dealer’s 
sole judgment. Product failures caused by excessive or abusive wear conditions do not 
qualify for exchange or purchase credit. This warranty is available only to the original 
purchaser and is not transferable. No adjustment will be given without the original 
receipt of purchase. You must return your footwear to the Red Wing Shoe dealer from 
which the footwear was purchased.

DISCLAIMER: The limited warranty relating to Red Wing branded footwear is in lieu of 
any other express warranty. No agent, employee or representative of Red Wing has any 
authority to bind Red Wing to any affirmation, representation or warranty concerning 
Red Wing branded footwear products, except as stated herein. Red Wing shall not be 
liable for any consequential or incidental damages. This limited product warranty gives 
you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction. Any implied warranties shall be effective for a period not exceeding 12 
months from the date of purchase. Some jurisdictions do not allow manufacturers to 
impose time limitations on certain implied warranties, so the above limitation may not 
apply to you.

Return Policy Relating to Red Wing Branded Footwear 
 
DEFECTIVE MERCHANDISE: Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc.  (“Red Wing”) accepts 
returns of defective merchandise. Please contact your sales representative for 
authorization. Credit will be issued for defective workmanship or materials. No credit 
will be issued for normal or excessive wear or product showing abuse.

ALL OTHER RETURNS: No other merchandise returns will be accepted without prior 
authorization. Please contact your Red Wing Sales Representative for authorization. 
There is a $10.00 per pair re-stocking charge on all returns.

Footwear Distribution Policy
 
It is the policy of Red Wing Shoe Company to sell its Red Wing and WORX branded 
products directly to selected retailers for resale at their approved outlets and only  
to end user customers. This policy prohibits a retailer from mailing Red Wing  
branded footwear to any customer who has not previously been fitted in a pair of  
Red Wing shoes at the retailer’s approved outlet. This policy prohibits the online sales 
of Red Wing branded work footwear. This policy also prohibits resale or shipment of 
Red Wing and WORX branded products by a retailer to any other business or location, 
whether domestic or international that is not an authorized Red Wing or WORX branded 
account. Violation of this distribution policy may result in termination of a retailer’s 
right to sell Red Wing or WORX branded products.

NOTICE: We have made every effort to make this catalog accurate. Due to improvement 
of product performance and availability of materials, there may be specification 
changes made during the year. Policies, specifications and designs are subject to 
change without notice. Red Wing Shoe Company reserves the right to discontinue or 
drop products, sizes, widths or styles without prior notice.

TERMS: 12% annual interest on past due accounts (1% per month). Prices are subject 
to change without notice. Men’s shoes are not available in ½ sizes over 12. Women’s 
shoes are not available in ½ sizes over 11.

Origin of Shipment

FCA Red Wing MN USA

FCA Jebel Ali UAE

FCA ‘s-Heerenberg NL

FCA Supplier Factory

Product Warranty, Return and Distribution Policy
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redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

Limited Warranty Relating to Red Wing Branded Workwear
 
DEFECTIVE MERCHANDISE: Red Wing accepts returns of defective merchandise. Please 
contact your Red Wing Sales Representative for authorization. A return merchandise 
memo must accompany defective merchandise returns. Credit will be issued for 
defective workmanship or materials. No credit will be issued for normal or excessive 
wear or product showing abuse.

 
ALL OTHER RETURNS: No other merchandise returns will be accepted without prior 
authorization. Please contact your Red Wing Sales Representative for authorization.  
A re-stocking charge on all returns may apply. 

LIMITED WARRANTY: Red Wing branded workwear products are warranted to be free 
from defects in workmanship and materials under normal use for a period of one year 
from the date of original purchase from an authorized dealer of Red Wing products. If 
within 6 months of purchase, a defect occurs in a Red Wing branded workwear product 
as the result of normal use, Red Wing will repair the defect or exchange the product. 
If a product defect occurs as the result of normal use within 6 to 12 months after 
purchase, Red Wing will repair the defect or issue a credit for 50% of the purchase 
price. If a product defect occurs as the result of normal use 12 months or more after 
purchase, Red Wing may, at its option, issue a fair and reasonable credit that can be 
applied to the purchase of Red Wing branded workwear. The amount of the credit will 
be determined in the dealer’s sole judgment. Product failures caused by excessive or 
abusive wear conditions do not qualify for exchange or purchase credit. Products that 
have been altered or changed in any way do not quality for exchange or purchase credit. 
This warranty is available only to the original purchaser and is not transferable. Failure 
to follow garment laundry instructions may compromise flame-resistant properties. No 
adjustment will be given without the original receipt of purchase. You must return your 
product to the dealer from which it was purchased.

DISCLAIMER: The above warranty is in lieu of any other warranty, expressed or implied, 
including but not limited to any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose. No agent, employee or representative of Red Wing has any authority to bind 
Red Wing to any affirmation, representation or warranty concerning Red Wing products, 
except as stated herein. Red Wing shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental 
damages. This limited product warranty gives you specific legal rights and may also 
have other rights that vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. No other written or express 
guaranties or warranties shall apply.

NOTICE: We have made every effort to make this catalog accurate. Your Red Wing 
catalog is your official list of stock numbers and sizes available. Due to improvement of 
product performance and availability of materials, there may be specification changes 
made during the year. Policies, specifications and designs are subject to change 
without notice. We reserve the right to discontinue or drop products, sizes or styles 
without prior notice. 

Workwear Distribution Policy
 
It is our policy to sell Red Wing branded products directly to selected distributors 
for resale only at their approved outlets and only to end user customers. This policy 
prohibits resale or shipment of Red Wing branded products by a distributor to any  
other business or location, whether domestic or international that is not an authorized 
Red Wing branded account. This policy prohibits the online sales of Red Wing branded 
work footwear. Violation of this distribution policy may result in termination of a 
distributor’s right to sell Red Wing branded products.

TERMS: 12% annual interest on past due accounts (1% per month). Prices are subject 
to change without notice.

Origin of Shipment

FCA Houston TX USA

FCA Jebel Ali UAE

FCA ‘s-Heerenberg NL

FCA Supplier Factory

ORDERING INFORMATION

To place an order, please call or send a fax to:

Direct: +1.651.385.1140

Fax: +1.651.385.1262

If you have questions, contact your Red Wing Sales Representative.

Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc.

314 Main Street

Red Wing MN 55066 USA

REFERENCE
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Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

+1.651.385.1140

David Harrison 
Brook House 
Tithe Barn Lane 
Scorton, Preston 
PR3 1BH UK

david.harrison@redwingshoes.com

Tel: +44 1995 600789 
Mobile: +44 7771 734304

Peter Skou 
Olimpijski Prospekt 
Dom 10 
Floor 16 
Mytishchi, Moscow 141006

peter.skou@redwingshoes.com

Tel: +7.495.225.2184 
Mobile: +7.985.457.5232

Sales Contact Information

Ordering
Workwear
Red Wing Industrial Workwear is available in a wide 
selection of garment styles, fabric types/weights and 
colors—all designed to meet the varying needs of the 
oil and gas industry. Please contact your Red Wing Sales 
Representative to select from among our standard prod-
ucts or to create your own custom garments.

Information to consider when placing a workwear order:

■ Product number: 5 digit number found with product.

■ Color code(s): 2 digit color code found on color 
samples throughout this catalog.

■ Size information: Found in table beside product.

Some non-stocked styles have minimum ordering 
quantities. Contact your Red Wing Sales Representative 
for specific details.
* Lead times may vary. Many garments are stocked by distributors and will be 
available with short lead-times. Garments that are not stocked may require longer 
lead times. Please contact your Red Wing Sales Representative for details. Printing 
limitations prevent exact fabric and color representations. Please contact your 
Red Wing supplier for fabric and color samples.

Footwear
Information to consider when placing a footwear order:

■ Product number: 3 or 4 digit number found with product.

Contact us
Ordering is as simple as making a call or  
sending an e-mail or fax. Contact your Red Wing  
Sales Representative.

Direct: +1.651.385.1140

Fax: +1.651.385.1262

Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc.

314 Main Street, 
Red Wing, MN 55066 USA
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redwingsafety.com

Customized garment and PPE programs are available. Call us for more information.

Footwear Index

Workwear Index

Accessory Index

61130..........42
61212..........46
61430.... 46-47
61712.... 40-41
62112..........44
62130..........44

Red = FR (Flame Resistant)

2231............27
3049............27
3210............20
3216............21
3217............21
3218............24

3219............24
3231............25
3235............20
3237............21
3240............26
3243............21

3244............22
3245............22
3246............22 
3248............23
3249............25
3261............25

3262............26
3267............25
3268............26
3274............24
3278............24
3282............26

3285............22
3286............23
3288............23
3289............23
4441............27

62212..........52
62430..........45
64012..........43
64130.... 48-49
64212.... 50-51
66130..........53

69003.... 58-59 
69004.... 58-59 
69006.... 56-57
69007.... 54-55
69008.... 58-59
69009.... 58-59

69010..........60
69011..........60

69012..........62
69100..........63
69101..........63
95140..........61
95222..........61
95223..........61

95224..........61
96224..........61
96369..........62
97200..........62
97329..........62

PRODUCT INDEX



Red Wing Global Reach™

Global oil and gas companies need suppliers they can trust 

to consistently meet their needs for Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE) solutions. Red Wing has the global reach  

and worldwide expertise to supply and service you when  

and where you need it.

Whenever safety is critical, Red Wing has you covered.™

We stand ready, so call or click us today!

+1.651.385.1140
 
redwingsafety.com
 
Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc. 
314 Main Street 
Red Wing, MN 55066

©2013 Red Wing Shoe Company, Inc.  Rev 7/13
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